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to a new year-moore

your first day
This u your big day
With a sense of sadness, mixed with excitement, you watched
the family car bead for home. You have been left alone on a
foreign ground. Now you must explore it and find your place.
It's all going to be rather confusing at first, but it won't be
unlike your first day of high school.
In this issue, we hope to provide you with the information you
need to drop and add classes, join student activities, entertain
yourself and the other little things that might speed you through
your first few days.
You are on the threshold of your college life. Some of you are
probably sure of where you are going, yet many of you may not
even be sure why you are here in Bowling Green.
You will probably be exposed to lifestyles and people quite
unlike those you've encountered in your hometown. Fifteen
thousand students provide a diversity of viewpoints and
personalities.
Of course, not all of your education will come in the classroom.
Added insight often comes from sharing with others, not reading
textbooks.
People make up your world. If you cannot relate what you
learn in the classroom to your experiences, it means nothing.
Remember, you are a person, not a number. You may forget
when standing in lines to eat, register for classes and everything
else that is associated with a sometimes lethargic bureaucracy.
As your commencement speaker probably said, take the bad
with the good. Much of what you make of your four years at the
University is up to you.

TotheV^MhmeaofllTJ
As you arrive on campus, ready to
begin your life at Bowling Green State
University, your hopes and enthusiasm
understandably run high You chose
Bowling Green for reasons which we
trust have something to do with its
excellence-present or potential. But
from this dale onward, you become one
of the most important criteria by
which those outside the University
judge its excellence. Our job,
therefore. Is to strive not only to
measure up to your expectations but to
set standards fur even higher levels of
achievement - for you and for us. Your
job is to ask questions, to find answers,
to make discoveries, and to grow in
mind and spirit.
Important developments are taking
place at Bowline Green. In a time of

college isn't...
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80 sow yos'ra
in collage.
FHgkaaMag?
Probably, bat
partly becaaat
paresis, high
school
eoaaselers aad
others who have
bssa through it
before have bsaa
telling you all along what college "is
supposed lobe."
How many limes have you heard the
following?
"Keep your nose in the books
College is the place to learn as much as
you can so you'll be prepared for life
once you're out of school."
"Be on your guard. College is a
world all it's own, and there are people
out there in that cold, cruel world that
are going to make things really tough
for you at times."
"Make something of yourself Your
accomplishments are a reflection of
both your high school and your
parents."
Sound familiar?
I think it's only fair to tell you what
college isn't.
PHUT, IT BNT a world all it's own.
You'll discover that as soon as you
start meeting people with backgrounds

as varied as those out there in the socalled real world.
College isn't a place where you
should expect everyone to treat you as
an individual. With computerized
registration, student ID cards and bills
from the bursar's office, you may find
yourself rattling off your social security number even more than your name.
College isn't devoted exclusively to
the beer-chugging contests and pep
rallies you may have beard your
parents bragging about
Although the " lets-see-wbo-can-guizle-it-the-fastest" cry will always be a
part of college life, you'll find that
worthwhile movements toward better
education and a healthier environment
will impress you even more than a can
of your favorite brand of 3 2
COLLEGE BNT only late nights at
the Library, piles of term papers and
endless class assignments
Join a campus club or organisation
you think you might be interested in
and you'll soon see that practical
experience in a particular field and
learning bow to deal with people are
more important than the knowledge
gained from any five biology exams
combined.
And most important, college isn't a
place to be continually frightened
There are over 3,000 freshmen in the
same boat as you with the sames fears
and hopes.
College isn't all it's cracked up to be,
but so much more.

We are concerned not merely with
providing courses which may prove to
be interesting and useful to you. but
with seeing to it that you have here the
opportunity to plan and prepare for a
career with a reasonable expectation
of finding suitable employment after
graduation. We anticipate that a new
College of Health and Community

Services will offer courses, beginning
with the coming Winter Quarter, to
supplement ongoing programs. We are
studying the possibility of adding other
professional programs where our
offerings are strong and the manpower
needs are significant.
At Bowling Green you will find that
there la a renewed surge of interest
in and emphasis 00 excellence in
leaebaag. Wherever possible, senior
professors are assigned to teach
undergraduate
courses.
Graduate
assistants participate in a rigorous
program to develop teaching skills.
Residence hall programs have been
structured around the belief that
interaction among students can
provide a critical component of your
education. All of these efforts we
believe, add up to superior learning
opportunities.

Much depends upon your sustained
enthusiasm and interest in the year
ahead
There may be days of
discouragement. Remember that the
University has many resources which
stand ready to serve you Nonetheless,
it is you who most likely will have to
take the initiative in gaining the
rewards of those resources.
I look forward to meeting many of
you-as I go about the campus. All signs
point to an excellent year, and I assure
you that all of us here will try very
hard to measure up to the high
standards which you have every right
to expect at Bowling Green.
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stories with big morals
By Harriet Vaa Bane

THe BG news

soaring costs, we are trying to hold the
cost-of-coUege within reason without
sacrificing quality. Pursuant to this
concern, we are for the second year
studying carefully the possibility of
reducing the conventional time span
alloted for achievement of the
baccalaureate degree I emphasize the
word "carefully," because we are
mindful of the necessity of preserving
the integrity of a degree from Bowing
Green State University.

NEW YORK. NY -This has been a
year when no clergyman in his pulpit
or commencement orator on his dais
has lacked for little stories to point
great big morals.
Just consider:
This was the year
the
14-year-old
winner of the AilAmerican Soap
Box Derby rigged
his racer with a
magnetic hot-rod
that could hardly
nave started him
more auspiciously had be been shot out
of a cannon.
The disgraced winner was assisted in
this chicanery by his Uncle Bob. Uncle
Bob said that of course be urged the
boy to cheat because everybody else
was cheating. (WeU. Uncle Bob just
knew. His son won with a similar
device last year. I
This was the year when a wholesome
woman's magazine, Family Circle,
sponsored a poetry contest for
children. Thousands of entries poured
in, the judges studied each with care,
and the winning entries were
published
IN THE CURRENT issue of Family
Circle there's a rueful little box,
apologizing to all the rejected young
poets. It seems that three of the
winning poems had been copied, line
for line, from published books.
"To all our readers and those
interested in the poetry contest, we
regret the unfortunate occurrence."
wrote the editors. Even s casual
reader could sense their shame.
Ah, but a rigged race and purloined
poems were the sins of children, you
say. And children's values are plastic;
maturity doesn't arrive overnight. All
too true.

worst of it is, the young poets, like the
soap-box racer, may well have been
put up to it by parents who imagined
thai other would-be poets were busy
cribbing from James Wbitcomb Riley.
"Those dumb judges will never know
the difference, Linda Lou, so you just
copy out these little verses from
"Five. Going on Six." Well, they were
correct in one sense. The Judges didn't
know.
Were you to tell Uncle Bob and those
conniving parents that they were guilty
of corrupting minors, of conspiracy
and fraud, they'd be offended,
naturally.
And that brings me to the oddest
statement I have read in any news
story this year. It Is date-lined San
Antonio and it says that the public
schools in that city are endeavoring to
teach morals and social values in the
public schools.
Then the reporter adds this:
"...There are ways of doing so without
•ffeaaasg children and their parents."
The emphasis Is mine.
A TEXAS foundation, the American
Institute for Character Education,
offers what may or may not be a fuller
explanation: "We aren't teaching
morals, we are teaching about
morals."
Some of us can remember a time
when morality was implicit in
education. We studied literature,
history, art, science and the character
of our teachers.
We learned that truth is beauty, that

evil Is punished, and that a man's good
name was to be prized above rubies.
We were in no sense little plaster
saints but we absorbed a passion for
right the way we absorbed sunlight. As
a young child. I remember copying
maxims from Poor Richard's
Almanac.
Pecksniffinan, some of them, but
wise, too. Years pass...and fortune
sent a teacher who read us Emerson
and Thoreau with moist eyes "There
is never an instant's truce between
virture and vice. Goodness u the only
investment that never fails.''

the effects of President Trulhful-as
one Washington commentator calls
him and the Watergate gang?
If our schools fail, our society fails.
A Harris poll has demonstrated a sharp
loss of confidence in our schools.
This is a great pity, for without sound
education for the masses, democracy
hasn't the ghost of a chance.
It will be Watergate all the way to
the bottom

NOW
WE
SPEAK
of
"situational ethics." and some of us
excuse the huge cesspool of Watergate
with the sacred words, "national
security ." A century ago, Emerson
noted. "Our culture has truckled to the
time." Now our taste, our ethics, our
faith in the old order.
In those character education classes
down in San Antonio, the teacher asks.
"Why does it make you feel good to tell
the truth?"
It's a good question, though perhaps
not as likely to cue a vivid discourse as.
"Why do we feel so terrible when we
tell a lie?"
"It's encouraging to know that the
public schools are endeavoring to
produce moral and law-abiding
citizens. But what of the schools that
have no foundation grant for
"character education?"

The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial We ask. however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more
than four pages, triplespaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News. 105 University Hall

Let's hear from yew

WHAT ARE THEY doing to offset

But bow are we to account for Dr.
Kernoodle A man who heals the sick,
who sits as chairman of the American
Medical Association's Board of
Trustees.
Dr. John R. Kernoodle has just been
Indicted in a bank fraud involving $1.7
million. "Plastic values" hardly seems
an adequate phrase in this case.
IF THIS WEREN'T also the year of
Watergate, perhaps the other falls
from grace would not strike us as
ominous. Now we begin to echo the old
philosopher in "The Time of Your
Life" who keeps muttering, "No
foundation...all the way down the
line."
The case of Dr. Kernoodle needn't
detain us today, but children who cheat
are rightful objects of our concern. The

SECURITY BLANKET

Jefferson-some things gentlemen will not do
By Gary
MONTK.Kl.LO
- Jefferson was a
Virginia
aristocrat, so be katw
there are some
things a gentleman will not do.
It Is a myth that
he waited his
place at the
boarding room
table even on his inauguration day. But
he did eat at that common table, and no
doubt waited on other days.
MooticeUo Is the grandest of
presidential homes, yet it is oddly
modest as well. For forty years be
tinkered with it. and most of the
rasagu made it less pretentious
rather than more
la his late twenties he had planned a
temple for his retreat, but he died, at
S3, in a budding that breathes
everywhere of home
Having climbed up to a mountain lop
(aa odd place for a piantatioa).

Jefferson sent out brick roots and sank
them in the earth. The building bugs its
land, and keeps a low profile on it.
JAMES MONROE admired his
friend enough to imitate his odd
scheme of mountain farming. Jefferson designed him a small home on a
neighboring eminence, and they
flashed signals back and forth from
their high privacies.
Monroe's modest six rooms had to
content him in his tane of power. He
always meant to build a grander place,
but public service did not pay i> those
days. By the time he acquired another
raasaioa, he had to sell them both to
Debts plagwed MoaticeUo. too
•Thong*. H was a workasg farm
hrssrossd for tarty years. M was oaly
I that was before
Daring hi.
Executive, it
White Heaee
from his aagtoct
IN — ateaansa, Jeflernae had to
resort to a lottery 1

to live out his days at Mosttceuo. His
daughter had to sell R won after his
Now Mr. Jefferson may have been
quite an inventor, bat he lacked Ike
basic smarts of your modern
politician.
He did not realise how these things
are done. He should have shed people
like Madison and Monroe who did not

know a slick deal when they saw one.
He should have picked up millionaire
pals who would build mansions on surrounding bill tops and buy up the land
that too many tobacco crops had exhausted
Then he should have used tax money
to improve to and keep up Mooticello.
Secret Service agents would become
plantation
overseers,
lest a

discontented slave threaten the
president's life.
IF ANYONE complained of this.
Jefferson could have whined (hat he
owned no stocks or bonds: that land
was his only wealth; that financial
cares were a burden beneath a
President; that be needed a prosperous
farm to get 00 with the people's
business.

If be had managed things this way.
his old age would have been
untroubled, the bouse would have
stayed in the family, the beautiful
restoration we now see would have'
been unnecessary
But no one. 1 think, now regrets that
Jefferson was not as sharp a dealer as •
Mr. Nixon. There are some things a
gentleman will not do.

notice: new columns featured
Two new columns will be appearing
on The News' editorial page this year.
They will replace last year's columns
by William y Buckley Jr. and
Nicholas Von Hoffman
Gary Wills, whose column is handled
by the Universal Press Syndicate, has
been called the conservative's radical
aad the liberal's conservative His
column appears on the editorial pages
of over SO United States newspapers.
Wills writes from a political viewpoint most often described as "radical
ervatlve."

Most traditional conservatives
consider him a part of the New Left.
He is the author of the widely acclaimed book "Nixon Agonistes," and
his work has appeared in journals
ranging from the National Review to
Esquire. Playboy and Commonweal.
HARRIET VAN BORNE has been
acclaimed as the lop female columnist
of New York. One of today's most
forceful newspaperwomen, she is a
writer known for her integrity and incisive viewpoint on human interest sub-

jects
She began writing columns for the
now defunct New York World-Telegram in 1M2.
As she forsees it, her columns will
include an occasional humorous piece
on a light subject, comment 00 food
and fashion, social trends, social trivia
and social snobbery. Van Home traces
her fervent liberalism back to her
childhood and treats the political arena
with a liberal, human interest
approach.

THE EDITORIAL cartoons will once
again be provided by Pat Oliphant.
Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist from .
the Denver Post.
His artwork is syndicated to more
than 300 other newspapers across the '
country.
Australian-born Oliphant. in his
drawings, looks at the world of politics, '
foreign affairs, social attitudes and
customs in the great tradition of Euro-;
pean master humorists, but aims al an
American audience
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Gynecological service uncertain

Health Center remedies ills
You're away at college
and suddenly an old allergy
lUrts to resurge Or maybe
it't a toothache that decides
to plague you
The four physicians of the
Student Medical Center are
on duty daily to help solve
student health problems.
Dr. Richard Eakin, vice
provost for student affairs,
said efforts now are being
made to increase the
center's medical staff to
five.
Funded by student general
fees and monies paid for
center services, the Health
Center has cut back staff
and services to stay within
its budget. By offering a
more limited menu and
cutting back on staffing, the
Health Center was able to
reduce food service costs.
The ambulance service
also has been modified to
reduce expenses. The center
last year operated two
ambulances and had 12
drivers This year the center
will
maintain
one
ambulance and six drivers

added that arrangements
now are being made for
"external
ambulance
services."
The number of students
employed in other jobs such
as maintenance and
switchboard was reduced
this year to 15 from last
year's 30.
Part of the first floor of
the center has been
temporarily rented to the
purchasing department,
according to Dr. Eakin. He
said the offices were
previously unoccupied.
The Health Center is open
for clinical services from
8 30-11 45 am and 1-4 45
p.m. Monday through

A STUDENT admitted for
in-service treatment is not
allowed visitors for the first
24 hours Visiting is from 7-8
p.m. Two visitors are
allowed to see the patient at

one time. Visitors are urged
to limit their stay to 20
minutes.
The Health Center also
operates a physical therapy
department and pharmacy
Skin diseases as well as
sprains and other movement
problems can be treated by
the therapy department
Drugs will be dispensed to
students from the pharmacy
if prescribed by a staff
physician.
The Blue Cross Blue
Shield insurance plan is used
by the center for payment of
services from the clinic, inpatient operations and other
services. Coverage is $437
per month for single

students and $2075 per
month for families. Last
year's rates were $4.13 for
single persons and $19.57 for
families
Gynecological services
last year were offered at the
center through the Medical
College in Toledo Dr. Eakin
said there are no definite
plans for gynecological
treatment, but definite
arrangements should be
made within the next few
days.
Any student or group of
students interested in
touring the Health Center
facilities should contact Dr.
Eakin at 440 Student
Services Bldg

Student jobs available
despite budget cutbacks
By Nancy Laafklki
Staff Reporter

DR. EAKIN said the
center was able to cut
ambulance service since 95
lo 98 per cent of the time, it
was a taxi service." He

Employment opportunities for students look favorable this year, in spite of
budget cutbacks. Kurt K

Ilmmikm by ttmm* L n««—■■
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SANITARY
DRY CLEANERS

NEW ONE STOP
SERVICE LAUNDRY DRY CLEANING
ifieaulifaf Dry Cleaning
PHONE
353-4494

ACROSS FROM
HARSHMAN QUAD.

-#»■»■■*,%■■ iHftn

Friday and from I 90-11
a.m. Saturday. The clinic is
closed on Sundays and when
the University is not in
session.
The emergency room is
open 24 hours a day. If a
student Is in on-campus
housing when he becomes
ill. be should inform the
bead resident or housemother who will arrange for
transportation through the
campus police.
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Zimmerman, director of the
office of Student Employ
ment, said last week.
Approximately
3,500
students were employed in
part-time campus jobs last
year,
Zimmerman said.
However.
temporary
employment is the first to go
when the budget is cut.
ZIMMERMAN SAID be
bad no statistics available
but be "could not assume
there were more jobs this
year than last."
He added, however, that a
student's chances of finding
employment are good if be
really needs a job and is
willing to do any kind of
work.
Food services is the
largest on-campus employer
of students. According to
Jerrold L. Clark, associative director of f-'ood
Services, job preference will
be given to dormitory
residents and continuing
employees
whenever
possible.
Dormitories need students
to work as night clerks, desk
clerks and mail delivery
although ball directors set
their own hiring policies,
Zimmerman said. Some
require their employees to
live in the dormitory while
others prefer off-campus
students or males for
certain jobs

THE UBRARY, custodial
services and maintenance
also hire students, be said
Academic departments hire
students, but employment is
limited and often requires
clerical or other special
skills
Employment opportunities also reach beyond
campus
boundaries,
Zimmerman said. The
Student Employment Office
has a number of employeerequest cards on file for
student use There are job
openings for babysitters,
waitresses, pizza delivery
men. kitchen help and
others
The administration discourages first quarter
freshmen from holding jobs
so they can orient themselves to scholastics, he
said. He promised, however,
that freshmen who needed to
work would not be restricted
from jobs.
ZIMMERMAN SAID he
expects many more
employee requests within
the next few weeks.
Students will be selected on
the basis of the skills
required for the job. the
number of applicants, and
most
important,
the
applicant who is most in
need of a job, be said.

Zimmerman
urged
students seeking employment to come to the new
office of Student Employment. 460 Student Services
Bldg . or call 372-0252

Hard times have fallen
upon Pood Services.
First of all. the
administrators in charge of
supplying
University
cafeterias with food have
found it difficult, if not
impossible, to lnul the kind
of foodstuffs Ihi-v require.
Secondly, they have found
it necessary to raise food
prices 25-30 per cent in order
to cover their increased
costs.
Where does thai leave the
students?
"Well, they'll be able to
eat, but they won't be able to
eat like tbey did in the pastat least volume-wise,"
according to A. Inghram
Milliron, director of
auxuiliary services.
And there may be more
hard times for people who
buy unused meal coupons for
reduced prices from light
eaters
"I would say the supply of
unused meal coupons will
really dry up." Milliron
said.

Collections of Connies, Bass, Dunhams

A Large Selection
of Deli- Items
including BAGELS

Lady Dexter for Women
Weyenberg,

NunnBush,

Bass,

Dexter

Continental Tyroleans for Men

niki's booteru

THE WOOSTER WINE

Stadium Plaza
Center

Mon.-Fri. 11-9
Sat. 10-6

Your Downtown Jewelers since 1918
7ZJLQAH2XA
Jtn-EUtVjTOM
BGSU jewelry
Charms, pendants
Rings, guards
Lighters, chains
Fraternity and Sorority
Jewelry - lavaliers,
Guards, dangles,
Charms
In stock items and
Special order service

STARTING SEPT. 29
WED. - SAT.

young's gift
& art shop

THE
OF BOWLING GREEN

1550E.Wooster

.

Centres Bldg
There is excitement about
the new services being
offered
this
fall,
particularly a hot sandwich
line which will offer five
varieties of hot sandwiches
and one special sandwich
each day in every cafeteria.
"This is a big Innovation
the students will really
enjoy." Friend said.
She also said Food
Services is considering
selling home-made pizza
during the evening hours,
but that there are no
concrete plans for the
immediate future.
But with rising food prices
eating away students' meal
coupons, how will most of
them be able to manage
through a quarter''
I would say they'll have
to alter their appetites,"
Friend said "They'll have
to decide whether they
really need something or
just want something If they
want it they'll have to pay
for it."

Imported Champagne

"MURPHY'S"

*

in the fall It was that bad 1
mean1 that We just didn't
know if we could open,"
Milliron said
But price increases aren't
confined to meat alone
Friend said the flour the
University bakery uses to
supply the cafeterias with
fresh baked goods has
doubled in price since last
year, and the price of baking
cherries has gone from 16 to
57 cents per pound
The biggest increase,
however, was in the price of
bacon. Milliron said it has
jumped from 56 cents per
pound last year to $1.49 this
year, causing a jump in the
price of a bacon, lettuce and
tomato sandwich in
cafeteria lines from 50 to 85
cents.
"Nobody really knows
what's going to happen to
food prices in the future,"
Milliron said. He said he
believes the worst is not
over.
But all is not dark at the
Food Services office in the

Fashion Footwear for Men and Women

FEATURING

*■ m

But Milliron and Ruth
Friend, director of quality
control, both emphasize that
Food Services is trying very
hard to avoid raising prices
any more than necessary
"We will be using meat
extenders and soya filler in
some items, particularly
mixtures such as sloppy
joes, chili and spaghetti
sauce in order to keep costs
down." Friend said.
"The actual food value of
soya filler or meat
extenders actually is more,
or at least equal to. many
meats," Friend said.
But Milliron said for
awhile this summer he
wasn't sure even fillers
would be enough
He said Food Service staff
members flew to Kansas
City, Mo. and Texas this
summer in order to check
out the beef market
firsthand and secure a meat
supply
"We were not even sure
we would be able to feed
anybody when school started

BEER and WINE

WELCOMES
BACK
ALL
STUDENTS

-m i r

room

BLT to go'--85 cents

"The Party Store"
425 E. Wooster 352-8723
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156 N. MAIN

PH. 353-2491

the all new fashion jewelers
where there.is more for you —

c
L
A
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S
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I
N
G

Diamonds - watches
Fine jewelry —
Earrings from l2°°
Charms - bracelets
Necklaces, pins
Silverware, china
Pewter
Repair service —
Engraving - watch
And Jewelry problems?
See us - Estimates
First!

Mon. thru Thurs. WO-5:30
Sat. 9:30-500
Fn. evenings til 9:00

NEXT TO CLA-ZEL THEATRE - PHONE 35*6691
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'War and Peace' scheduled

PBS announces fall highlights
A nine-part adaptation of
Toliloy's classic novel,
"War aid Peace." and s
live-part aeries spoUighting
lbs live most frequent
causes of death in the United
State! will highlight the 1*73
fall program schedule of the
Public Broadcasting Service
(PBS), aired by WBGU TV,
Channel 57
The
"Masterpiece
Theatre" series will return
with a fire-part dramatisation of "Clouds of
Witness," a mystery novel
by Dorothy L Sayers, one of
Great Britain i classical
scholars.
Other offerings in the
"Masterpiece Theatre"
series will be another Lord
Wimsey mystery, "The
Unpleasantness at the
Bellona Club," in lour

episodes, and "The Man
Who Was Hunting Himself."
by N.J. Drisp, a three-part
spy chiller about a British
government employee
plagued by a look-alike
killer
THE ADAPTATION of
War and Peace," made
especially lor television, is
the longest, most expensive
and most lavish production
ever attempted by the BBC.
It took four years to
complete, involved shooting
in England and Yugoslavia,
and required thousands of
extras to simulate battle
scenes. BBC sad Time-Life
are co-producers of the
series
To he seen as "Special of
the Week" will be "The
Killers," a fire-part docu

meatary series on the
medical
conditions that
cause three oat of every four
deaths In America today.
The programs will locus
on cancer, heart disease,
genetic defects, pulmonary
disease and trauma.
Each documentary will
explore in depth the latest
state-of-the-art in diagnosing and treating victims
of one of the five killers A
unique emphasis of the
series will be the encouragement of "community outreach projects" throughout
the country in areas served
by public television stations
in an attempt to build
continuing efforts for
preventive and emergency
care.

Week" presentations will
include a program dealing
with aging in America, a
salute to Louis Armstrong,
special editions of "Soul"
highlighting black talent in
the performing arts, as well
as public affairs, concerts,
drama and other programs.
The first in a new series of
full-length dramas will be
"A Man of Destiny" by
George Bernard Shaw,
starring Samantha Eggar
and Stacy Reach
ANOTHER series making
its debut this fall is called
"The Men Who Made the
Movies." Through the use
of film and interviews, film
critic Richard Schickel will
offer insights into the

OTHER "Special of the

TNCV CO
TOCCTHCCt.
A McDonald s Hamburger lrier..n«l.mi< ycokl &*!&£ I ley taste great together
Come to think ol it they taste pretty qcxxl apart, too

thinking of major Hollywood
directors of the lHOs and
1830s.
including Alfred
Hitchcock. Howard Hawks.
Frank Capra and King Vido.
Throughout the fall, public
television will continue to
stay on top of current issues,
including a commitment to
carry the Watergate
hearings. The exact nature
of that coverage will be
determined as plans for the
fall bearings are made firm
by the Senate Select
Committee on Campaign
Activities.
NPACT. the National
Public Affairs Center for
Television, will present a
new 30-mlnute interview
series, conducted by NPACT
correspondents and by guest

interviewers with expertise
hi all aspects of vital
national issues
FAMILIAR
series
returning to the line-up this
fall are "Firing Line" with
boat William F. Buckley Jr..
"Washington
Week la
Review."
"Behind
the
Lines" (in a new format),
"Bill Movers' Journal."
"Wall Street Week," "The
Advocates " and "Book
Beat."
Children's programs will
remain unchanged from the
current season. They
include "Mister Rogers'
Neighborhood,"
"Zoom,"
"The Electric Company,"
"Sesame
Street"
and
"Carrascolendaa."

Recycling drive continues
the Bowling Green community.
The News staff has an
answer. We call It our
"Pollution Solution" or
simply, Save the News.

Take one college campus
with 15.000 students and a
student newspaper with a
daily circulation of 11.500
and what do you get? A lot of
reading and a lot of newsprint.
A problem? Yes and no
While the newspaper will
keep you informed, the
newsprint will add to the
growing problem of waste in

During the quarter
students are reminded to
save their copies of The BG
News, The Blade, SentinelTribune, The Plain Dealer

■ McDonalds

1050 S. Main
&
1470 E. Wooster

offering the
finest in
I ALPINE VILLAGE

'across from Harshman)

ITALIAN FOOD

1 rteotau tattle
Cocktail Lounge
11 A.M. to 1 A.M.

HAPPY HOURS:

Wf»NC ROOM HOURS:

All cocktails
Vi price

11-10 M0N. Thru THURS.
11-11 FRI. & SAT.
12-7 SUN.

from 4 to 6 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.

•••••••••••••••^

GOOD/YEAR
SERVICE SAVINGS

and any other newspapers
they might have.
ON THE SATURDAY
before finals week, News
staff members will man a
huge truck behind University Hall and collect the
newspapers.
The paper then will be
sent to Toledo to be recycled
and profits will be donated
to the University's Environmental Studies Center lor
research purposes
Magazines are
not
acceptable because the
paper contains materials
other than wood fibers
which cause the substance to
turn to dust when run
througbthe grinder.
Also, fire regulations
require that papers not be
stacked la hallways or other
closed areas of the dormitory So clear aome apace In
your room and start saving.
December 8 is the collection
date and behind University
Hall is the place.
Since winter quarter, 11/71,
every Save the News drive
baa been a success. For your
sake, let's make sure It
stays that way.

Um»n **ry rvasl ceaieew raniLutwn

stuffs meal bite the proper slot whit. Joon Arrkm
sorts the00ah a stack of letters.

University post office
moves from U. Hall
Page » of the 1973 Student
Guide lists the location of
the University post office
on the first floor of
University Hall.
The old adage about not
believing everything you
read holds true here. The
post office actually is

HOT BUFFET

Any U.S. car
phis parts if

all you can eat SUNDAY
from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.

needed

• Complete front end inspection
• Camber, caster and toe-in set

HEY
PODNERS!

HI

Office in Commons. Uaa Awnbisjten

present's:

ALIGNMENT
$795

PMI

945 S. MAIN

SAVE! $3°° OFF
Reg. Price* 10.95

of tK.

PEG LEG PETES

WITH THIS COUPON

FRONT
END

aonevtrrsons

The post office is open
Monday through Friday.
930 a m to noon and from 14 50 p.m. and Saturdays
from9 30-11 30a.m

$979

Offer Ends Sept. 29
WITH THIS COUPON

SAVE! 'S" OFF

ENGINE TUNE-UP

$27 95

housed in the northeast
corner of Commons
Due to renovation of
University Hall, the post
office was relocated in June
Mail services have
remained the same,
students can purchase
stamps and mail orders,
certify and register letters
and weigh and insure
packages
Directions to the post
office:
-From the old post ollice
location walk
toward
Hanna Hall and turn left out
the doorway between Hanna
and University Halls;
-Walk past Parking Lot A.
past the Kent Stale
Memorial Statue and
straight to Commons.
-A black and white sign
marks the spot.

A

6 i-yl US car add
$4 00 for 8 cyl. < Add
J2.00 for air cond. car

Reg. Price '3295

New spark plugs, points,
condenser & rotor.
Set timing, carburetor, dwell and chokel

WELCOME
BACK TO
BOWLING GREEN

"—■•—

—*-

HOWARD

JownsonJ

Offer Ends Sept 29
iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiwiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiimu _..

c

WITH THIS COUPON

&e?F1avoroi

SAVEI $$$

cAmefica .

Oil Change and Lube $590
OIL FILTER 12<

STOP IN AND
GET SOME
REAL FOOD

WELCOMES
ALL STUDENTS BACK TO
B.G.S.U.

• Transmission and Differential, oil check
• Complete chassis lubrication
• Price includes up to 5 qts. of
oil and labor
Offer Ends Sept 29

STILL HERE WITH THE BEST ALL
AROUND MEAL VALUES IN TOWN

WITH THIS COUPON

SAVEI $$$

Goodyear Shock Absorbers
Includes
Installation

ANY SIZE

Roy Rogers
Restaurant

t

$995

VISIT OUR BEAUTIFUL
RUM & KEG LOUNGE

each
Original equipment quality
Better steering control - smoother ride
End wheel hop and car sway

^wroSSANr

OPEN 11A.M.-2:30A.M. DAILY

Offer Ends Sept 29

jTom's Tire & Auto Service *
300 E. Wooster

J
J
W

165 S. Main Si
Ph. 352-4628
• Master Charge

Bowling Green, Ohio
ItoSuaaV-ttoNaaattt
. BankAmericard

»
*
»

• BITE'N'BREW 99'
• SPECIAL NIGHTS EVERY
MONTH
• DOUBLE BUBBLE HOUR

12-1 AM. - 4-8 P.M.

i
HOWARD

JoHnton)

1628 E. WOOSTER - 352-0709

I

Sunday, S»p»mhi 13. It73. Ih. M> Nawt/Fof* 5
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'Mommy, what's a Falcon Burger?'
By Jaael lUaakrr
CopyMltar
Mothers are good for
telling you to wash behind
your ears. Dads sometimes
indulge in telling you about
the birds and the bees Big
Sis may even be good (or
informing you on the fine art
of dating the football star
But who tells you. or
rather warns you. about
college life? Your
roommate who knows as
little as you" Or do you call
the University ('resident
when you have to know what
a Falcon Burger consists
of'
You've heard not to step
on ciacks or you'll break
your mothers's back To
keep from breaking your
own back, don't try toting SO
pounds of books with you
from 8am to 7 p.m Fortyfive should be the limit.

ANOTHER word of
advice-don'l eipect to find
anybody around during the
noon hour. This University
must think students cease to
function during the lunch
break
Hint: If you don't know
how to toss, or at 'east
run after frisbees-learn It
will be a valuable thing to
know during all your free
time.
Don't hesitate to pledge
the 5th amendment when
bells start ringing when you
leave the Library Let them
figure out that it was your
belt that triggered the alarm
system and not a 60-year
old-reference book stashed
in an inside pocket
Keep from being mislead
when a professor says be
requires attendance and
that those who have perfect
attendance will receive a
free subscription to "How to

Succeed in College Without
Really Trying."
GRIN AND bear it when
you run out of food coupons
(and money to buy extras I
after the first two weeks,
even if the University
agrees that you can't help
you are 67" and weigh 298
pounds Just remember they
wouldn't have any sympathy
for you if you were a guy.
Attention, dormies, you
cannot have a popcorn
popper in your room unless
you buy corn that contains a
silencer.
Join the minority and
memorize the Alma Mater
Keep faith in yourself as a
student even when the
Registrar reports your nonexistance
Buy an alarm clock, then
dismantle its alarm system

BEWARE of fait
approaching two-wheeled
vehicle!, namely bikes
without horns but equipped
with crazy, reckless drivers
Tire marts are rough on
white blouses and T-shirts

warning
Another
pertaining to bikes-dont
leave your new 10-speed bike
unleashed lying in what you
think is a no-stealing tone.
Don't feel dejected when
you don't make the Dean'*

List-neither did Agnew.
Just because there is a
pedestrian crossing marked,
try not to trust all drivers.
Some just don't stop. Last
week the Health Center
admitted three persons who
got the ran down feeling

You're not that naive.
But. time will tell.

your first quarter, •»*•
receiving a parking "*"
having your P»°"
disconnected or se'"**
busy signal when yos call

If you end your freshman
year, or more realistically.

Dial-a-Prayer. cons*'
yourself well on your»»J w
being dubbed "weird "

compliments
Welcome Wagon

of

the

Program offers course alternatives
Freshmen who are looking
for a learning experience
more informal than regular
classroom situations may be
interested in the University's Experimental Studies
Program.
Each quarter, the
program presents about 1]
seminars on topics which
broaden offerings by various
colleges, Dr. Trevor J.
Phillips, director of Experimental Studies, said.
Courses offered fall quarter
include elementary Chinese,
East Asian literature, Jung
and his influence on popular
culture, and occult selftherapy.
"We consider experimental studies to be a
modest alternative, one of
many, to the on-going programs offered by the

various colleges," Dr.
Phillips said .
"Part of our philosophy is
that undergraduate education should not be dictated to
by industry or graduate
schools, but should be an end
in itself." be said. "Hopefully, experimental studies
contributes to the philosophy
of learning for learning's
sake."
THE SEMINARS, which
meet once a week, provide
four hours of elective credit
and always are graded on a
S-U basis, be said There is
no grade or class requirement for participation.
"The only requirement is
interest," he emphasized.
"The student must be
willing to get lost in a
subject, and if necessary, to

"THE BEST IN NIGHTLY
ENTERTAINMENT'

Examinations rarely are
given, Dr. Phillips said. The
most traditional requirement might be an in-depth
paper and students often
work on Independent
projects.
The office also offers an
independent studies
program for sophomores,
juniors and seniors, he said.
A student can pursue any
type of research or project
for 1-16 hours credit, as long
as he finds a professor who
will support the project.

Tues.. Wed., Thur., Fri. Sept. 25, 26, 27, 28

Plants, Flowers, Jewelry, Leather
20% off on all clothing

TOADFLAX
A NEW AND TRULY ENTERTAINING
GROUP FROM BOWLING GREEN
DROP IN AND CHECK US
OUT!!!

The class format depends
on the professor. Classes
generally are more informal
and there is a more interacting atmosphere than in
the traditional classroom
situation, be said.

GOTO
THE BIG
SIDEWALK SALE

165 N. MAIN ST.

PROUDLY PRESENTS

take off on his own

Independent studies
enables students to learn
away from campus. Dr.
Phillips said. One woman
now is studying open education in England, and two

other students are worts*
in congressmen's offices »
Washington, D. C.
Interested students nay
visit the offfce. MO Ed""
tion Bid*.. or call JTHJS*

Campus info booth
may aid lost, tired
Many people share a similar experience the first tune
they come to Bowling Green: they get lost.
But now toe Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity has i
solution for that problem. an information booth.
The idea behind such a booth has been considered for
several years, but plans were formulated only when
University President Hollis A. Moore Jr suggested the
organization adopt the project.
Members began considering sites for the booth lasl
September with areas near Kohl Hall and founder?
Quadrangle most highly favored.
FINALLY, a site on Mercer Koad across from Harshman
Quadrangle was chosen because of its proximity to
Interstate 75. the stadium and the University athletic fields
The site also is close to the proposed sites for the new Fine
Arts Complex and Alumni Center.
Designs for the one-room building, which is expected to
cost about 111.000. will probably be completed late this
month or early October. Parking and a drive-up window are
included in the plans.
Funds for the construction will come from several
sources, including a 110,000 donation from Parking Services
and additional monies from the Alumni and Parent's Club,
the President 'l Club and the President's office
Alpha Phi Omega also hopes to contribute 11,000 (or UKbuilding through fund-raising activities.

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

WORLDLY GOODS
904 E. Wooster on TO's comer

"Why walk downtown when you can get it here". Closest head
shop to campus.

BASKIN & ROBBINS
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WELCOME BACK!
from

STADIUM VU RESTAURANT

FALCON PIZZA
"The Big Bird Sez Welcome"

OPEN 24 HOURS

FEATURING

Our Specialty: PIZZA

DAILY SPECIALS

THE TASTE TREAT OF THE DAY--ANY DAY!

EVERY WED., FRI., & SUNDAYS
ALSO FEATURING BREAKFAST
FROM 3:00 A.M. TILL 11:00 A.M.

OPEN
MON - SAT
11 -?
SUN
4-?

NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Subs, Pizzas. Shakes

STOP OUT AND SEE US!
SPECIAL COUPON

STEAK & EGG BREAKFAST

FAST
FREE
DELIVERY

REG. $2.M NOW WITH COUPON $ 1 .98

MIN. $1.50
Phone

GOOD THRU SEPT. 30th

352-1215

FALCON
"THE BIG BIRD"
516 E. WOOSTER ST.

FAST
FREE
DELIVERY

MIN. $1.50

Phone
352-1215
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Campus c/ubs from A to Z
If your interests range
anywhere from archery to
zoology or include anything
from karate to the Middle
Ages, there's a club at the
University for you
More than 100 clubs have
been organized to cover
hobbies as diverse at
meditation, scuba diving.
cbeerleading and drama.
There are religious, sports
and service organizations.
political groups, career
interest associations and
other specialized groups of
all kinds
Sports oriented clubs
include the Rugby Club.
Sailing Club and Ski Club
The person who likes
contact sports but doesn't
have the size or discipline
for a varsity team might
join the Rugby Club.
The club fields three
teams and has two seasons
Coach Roger Mazarella said
he thinks the sport always
will remain on the club level
because of the traditional
third halt requiring the

\

home team to treat the
opponents to a beer party
i olio wing the game.
The University's Rugby
Club has been ranked among
the top in the nation for the
past two years.
SAILING and racing
lessons, parties and
participation in weekend
regattas are some of the
Sailing Club's activities
Organized in 1967. the club
uses the winter months
primarily for instruction
and planning. Funded
through the health and
physical education
department, the club owns
three sloops plus the
mechanical and lifesaving
equipment necessary to
race.
The Ski Club begins its
season in mid-October
Weekly organisational
meetings consist of movies,
demonstrations, discussions
and guest speakers. Outings
tentatively are scheduled
(or every other weekend

THE KARATE club
stresses the mental aspects
and movements of the art
rather than brick breaking
and street fighting
Interested in any sort of
outdoor activities? Jeff
Budd. a former youth
director at the Fairbom
YMCA. organized Outdoors
Unlimited to help students
plan organized outdoor
activities The club enables
members to get together on
cycling trips, frisbee
tournaments, sledding and
any other outdoor activities
of interest to a group of
students.
If chess challenges you.
the BGSU People's Chess
Federation may prove

University flashes
'no vacancy' sign

*> Ofc
rfemplMtokvCarlM*

Behind the
cue stick

Tony Chawiw, nahimin (». A ). twaMans hit eu. slkh fat o
of rh* Union. FodHtia* lo. bowl
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and nMa'inf aba ore ovooobb

stimulating. The club
sponsors intra-club team
tournaments, matches with
other clubs and ladder
competition
among
members.
The weekly meetings each
Saturday feature chess
matches Lessons also are
available

throughout winter quarter,
but weather often causes
cancellations.
Judo and karate often are
thought of as self-defense
techniques. However, the
judo and karate clubs
practice the Japaneese arts
as a sport and method of
physical fitness
The judo club meets
weekly and sponsors
intercollegiate competition.

The Society for Creative
Anachronism (SCA) can
give students a trip through
the Middle Ages Members
are interested in living
habits and traditions from
the fall of the Roman
F.mpire to 1650 A I)
TOURNAMENTS are held
where chapters vie in
medieval fighting.
The competitions also
include a full-scale medieval
banquet called a revel.
The popularity of hockey
on campus led lo forming
the RinkraU The "hockey
bums''
meet
each
Wednesday evening prior to
a home game to paint signs
lor the game They also are
active
in
getting
transportation to away

games
"We have so many
different organizations on
campus because students
are very free to organize."
said Dick Lenhart. assistant
dean of students and
director of student
activities When the student
guide was revised in 1(71.
the procedure for starting
an interest group became a
simple one.
The Student Body
Organization will recognize
social, service and
professional organizations
when they submit a
statement of purpose
criteria for membership
rules for procedure and 1 is i
of officers. All orgjniza..j.u
must be open to an> student
Organisations ractW.nf
University funds mus haw
a campus advisor from u*
faculty or staff
Any group following these
guidelines may organize
"We don't look upon any
organization
as
a
controversial group," said
Lenhart "If they wish to
organize, they can."

ALL B.G.S.U. STUDENTS

While most of Ohio's state universities are showing signs
of decreased enrollment. Bowling Green State University
is displaying another sign—no vacancies.
The University's fall quarter enrollment is projected at
15.475 this year, a slight increase from last year's 15,489.
despite an enrollment ceiling of 15.000 students imposed by
the Ohio Board of Regents.
Some 3.350 new freshmen are expected to start classes
Wednesday, an increase of 112 over last year.
The University stopped accepting applications in
February after it received 5.800 applications, according to
Admissions Director John Martin.

15% DISCOUNT 15%
3

O
O

o

ON ALL REPAIR WORK
(Except Collision Repair)

At BOB BEERS FORD
1089 N. Main Street
Phone 353-5361

MARTIN SAID one of the reasons for the University's
continued enrollment growth is the nominal cost of
education here as compared to other institutions
"Our costs haven't changed significantly in the past three
years.'' Martin said The University is one of the most
inexpensive state schools in Ohio, be added

ASK FOR DON KOTT
ANY MAKE - ANY MODEL CAR

Not al activities are downtown
Students lacking funds or
transportation for offcampus entertainment will
find the campus offers
several entertainment facilities.
Union Activities Organization (UAO) will present the
campus movies again this
year, Jerry Martin,
program director of UAO,
said. Because University
Hall is not available for
events this year, the movies
will be shown only one night
a week
UAO's first movie.
"Slaughterhouse 5." will be
shown at 6. 8 15 and 10 30
p.m. Sept. ■ and 29 in 210
Math-Science Bldg Martin
warned that seating space is
limited and admission will
be on a first-come, firstserve basis.
The coffeehouse also will
be open again this year.
Martin said Held in the Cardinal Room of the Union
Friday and Saturday nights.

the coffeehouse features
local (oik singers. Admission is 25 cents Auditions
[or folk singers will be announced soon. Martin said.
Evelyn K. Steidtman will
conduct bridge lessons for
students on Monday nights in
the Wayne Room. Union.
The lessons, which begin
Oct 8, last eight weeks and
cost $4 SO UAO also will
offer yoga lessons this year.
Martin said Sign up for
these will be announced
later.
For other card-playing
students, pinochle and
euchre tournaments will be
held during the year. These
will be announced in the
Green Sheet. Martin said
The Union also has
bowling alleys and a
billiards room. Bowling
costs 50 cents a line and 10
cents lor shoe rental
Billiards costs tl an hour
The best time to bowl.
Martin said, is 3-6 p m

Recycle

the News
A SANDWICH SHOP - PIZZA
v
\&

UAO also handles travel
information and sponsors a
number of tours, including a
fall canoe trip and the spring
break Bahamas trip. There
is a ride board for students
on the third floor. Union
To give students a break
from classes. Student
Activities will offer the
brown bag movies at noon,
once a week. However,
these will not be offered
until winter quarter. Greg
T DeCrane. director of
student activities and new
student programs, said.
P.4

4 9 354

The University offers
several athletic facilities,
including the natatorium.
the Ice Arena and the
various gymnasiums.
Various departments and
organizations
bring
speakers to campus. Martin
said. Some of last year's
speakers were George
Carlin. F. Lee Bailey an
Frederic Storaska.
Students living in residence halls will also have
the benefit of dormitorysponsored activities. Martin
said.

0301

THE ANGEL MOTEL

7 D'S.

(SB)
INC.

1024 N MAIN
BUWL NG GREEN. OHIO -i il-i i) .■
ON US. 25 10 BLOCKS FROM DOWNTOWN
OR BGSU

Satnffs
107 STATE ST-353-8755
SLBS-AMUSCMENTS-OPFN LATE

RIDGE

(WTHURSTON& RIDGE STREETS
located right on campus near Ihe Towers

ITALIAN GOURMET STYLE

PIZZA
8"-10"-12"-14"
at popular prices

SUBS
$JS0
(includes chips & pickle)

20 SANDWICHES
to choose from

FREE COKE W/ANY ORDER
Hrs. U AM to 4 A.M. MON. thru SAT.
5 P.M. to 2 AM. SUNDAY

531 RIDGE - PHONE 354-6423

1

Go down
on a sub.

FWIER Puff

525
move.
«l:30ftM-5:30PM Mon. thro Sot. S3
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SBO-student government at work
Studrnl government
To college students, the
implications of the organization are varied
If it an obscure body of
officers which seems to
secretly make decisions in
an office somewhere on the
other side of campus''
Or is it a group of
individuals that devotes
itself to handling student
problems quickly and
thoroughly7
Or perhaps a combination
of the two7

BILL ARNOLD. 1(71-74
Student Body Organization
(SBO) president, Thursday
explained the workings of
the University's student
government and outlined his
plans for the school year.
"Basically, we want
students to be aware of the
fact that we're here to serve
them, whether it involves
helping them with a
particular problem such as
explaining the new ruling for
out-of state students, or
helping them to appeal a
grade, "be said.
Of equal importance, be
Mid. SBO wants to make
students
aware
of
possibilities on campus that
will help "to expand their
circle of interests."
Arnold said one of SBO's
main interests this year will
be to coordinate various
campus
organizations.
"Each organization will
have to come through SBO,
or it won't get University
space on which to operate."
he said
He said if the organization
is listed and coordinated by
SBO. it has a better chance

of receiving financial help,
such as funds for printing.
Dennis Grady, coordinator
for state and community
affairs, said the Crusade of
Mercy campaign launched
by United Appeal will be
sponsored by SBO starting
this week
"The drive is simplified to
the extent that students can
make one donation to a large
number of charities at one
time." he said.
Also, students can specify
if they want their donations
to remain in Wood County
More than 80 charitable
organizations in Wood,
Lucas and Ottawa counties
will benefit, he said.
Local organizations such
as Karma. Crisis Phone and
the Wood County Red Cross,
used mostly by students,
also will receive a large part
of the donation. Grady said.
Grady's duties also
include a seat on the student
advisory board to Governor
John J. Gilligan. The
purpose of the board is to
relate student viewpoints
from all of Ohio's institutions of higher education

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
FOR KENT:

Photo Darkroom Supplies

• projectors
• baeens
• telephoto lens
• wide angle lens
• camera

• chemicals
• enlarging
• thermometers
• developing tanks

(umplefe Car Service

Also, be maintains files on
academic topics of student
concern, and prepares
position
papers
for
informational purposes and
for presentation to appropriate authorities or
agencies.
Cultural programs at the
University are handled by
Larry Whiteleather.
coordinator of cultural affairs
and chairman of Cultural
Boost. Events range from
lecturers to entertainers.

Walker relates the
opinions and ideas of fellow
students to the board and
gives the results of board
meetings to the student
body.
The eight members of the

HELP
WANTED:
Positions open to men and
women to work as reporters,
copy editors, photographers,
feature writers, cartoonists
or advertising salespersons
No previous experience
necessary Apply in person
at The BG News office. 106
University Hall, or phone
372-2003

Plymouth

COMPLETE

CHRYSLER

CAR

IMPERIAL

SERVICE

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402

-To pursue the purposes
and. establish general
policies of SBO;
-To establish and review
standing committees and
services
to provide
additional services to
students,
-To insure sound
expenditure of the organization's funds
Arnold said SBO provides
an opportunity for students
to become involved in
campus government. "It
allows those students who
are interested to provide
leadership in a reasonable
way." he said.

try something different

AL SMITH CHRYSLER" PLYMOUTH. INC
971 N. MAIN STREET

SBO steering committee are
elected yearly by the
student body. Their
functions are:

Talented? Creative?

The above advertisement
may have attracted the
attention of a few. but we at
The News think there's
more to our jobs than the
typical description listed
above.

135 N. MAIN - PHONE 352-7575

Arnold said a *3 donation
to Cultural Boost will enable
students to receive discount
rates on concerts and other
events.
"Also, we're trying to
arrange a system so that
students can get a bus trip to
and from the BG-Keni game
this Friday," Arnold said
Mark Walker, student representative to the University Board of Trustees, is
a mediator between
students and the board, and
is a voting member.

Short, concise and to the
point

ROGERS DRUGS & CAMERA SHOP

A WARM WELCOME
TO BEE GEE

John Doering, coordinator
for academic affairs, It
responsible for any topic
concerning academics,
ranging from an Individual
gripe to problems that may
plague the entire University
community.

TEIEPHONE 352-5151

First toe reporters When
news breaks, we need people
on the scene to gather firsthand information and
compile a clear, concise
story that will tell the
reader everything he needs
ANY PHOTOGRAPHER
will agree that the picture
he takes should be a
language all its own Moods,
feelings and everyday
events, when captured on
film, give the person behind
the camera a chance to tell
his story through visual
impact, when words alone
are not enough.
Feature writers love the
unusual.
They
can
transform the most typical
news story into an
interesting, enjoyable piece,
simply by presenting it from
a different angle
And, of course, everyone
makes mistakes. That's why
there are copy editors. They
delete, add, and polish
words and somehow have
the amazing ability to turn
clumsy clauses into sensible
phrases.

Although the above
descriptions seem to appeal
only to journalists, there are
still plenty of opportunities
for the artist and the
businessman.
Cartoonists are needed to
do caricatures and artwork
to accompany advertisement and stories.
We also need advertising
salespersons to help
restaurant owners, shipkeepers and vendors seli
whatever needs to be sold
SO YOU SEE. there's
something for I'vivybody
If you're interested, but
still not convinced, stop in at
The BG News office
anytime and ask one of our
staff members for a
personal explanation
Chances are. you'll
probably be told about the
hectic days and grueling
deadlines.
But what wdl convince
you most to become a part
of the staff is the personal
satisfaction you'll feel once
you've tried it.

BRATHAUS

Cherry Hill

WE HAVE CHANGED
Look Us Over
And Join The Fun!!

(M»n««rniriil ty Owners!

• Two bedrooms completely furnished opt.
• Patio Areas With Gas Grills

115 E. COURT

• Fantastic Party House <Po°"ab|»-p,nb°" "■«»•. "••"?»»•. c°ioriv.
'

9

At tha ■ labmlnj •> •actt vaar, camaa* bufctr.
bawds or. bar* ana —IIIII. kl la a few MW
wssfca. trwy wfa bicisni a cawaao at aawsn aad
aanaiiaaiiMJiHs as rhrv aw anuawl »■*>»» Hi
students' hawaa.

Wooden boards attract
array of signs, notices
Koomates. Cars. Food
coupons Kittens Records
Rides Puppies The signs'
colors and sizes are as
varied as the potpourri of
messages tacked to the
many University bulletin
boards
Now even the rusty tacks
no longer accompany the
multi-sided boards that
decorate the campus But
sooB_studenU will jam their
ruHww onto the boards to
attract the attention of
passers-by
For some students, a felt
marker and a piece of paper
can become an effective
form of advertising when
used to create a sign to bo
placed on the wooden
bulletin boards
IN PLAIN view around
campus, the boards give
students a chance to peddle
their wares Common items
for sale include cars,
motorcycles and records.
'For sale: '64 Ford, good
condition, needs motor and

steering wheel " For sale
or trade
Jimi Hendrix
albums"
Urgent Must
sell motorcycle
Am
pregnant You meet the
nicest people on a Honda '
Colorful and imaginative
signs draw the most readers
and usually the best results
' Freddie Falcon sez Let
me ride with you'' "Girl
needs ride Good singer with
a congenial personality "
Notices also feature free
items. "Need a friend" I
must give away my cat.
Cross-eyed but cute."
"Help Either my dog goes
or 1 do. Do your good deed
for today
Give toileltrained Tiger a good home "
Bulletin boards, such as
those in front of the Union.
beside the Men's Gym. near
the Graduate Center and by
the Library, show tell-tale
trails of use as tack marks
and pieces of tape are
visible without the cluster of
notices that soon will be as
numerous as the (ailing
leaves

Kitchen Facllltisi)

Indoor Pool (io<t..rroom.>

WE'VE GOT IT!!

• Gas Heating & Air Conditioning
• Utilities Paid, .««.P..i.<.,i<i,r
Assasal

SOUND ASSOCiAfiS has component

Cable TV — Food Waste Disposal — Gas Ranges
Refrigerator/Freezer — Wall to Wall Carpeting
Laundry Facilities in each Building
Village Wide Security System For Undisturbed Privacy

systems to fit anyone's needs
We carry such brands as

Fall-On a 4 Person Rental Basis
12 or 9 mo. Lease
Married Couple

aaasV f itasal 1" * *T aUUI

*65 pet person
$
195 OO pet mo.

CROWN INT.
MIRACORD
SUPERSCOPE
KLH
MEMOREX
PIONEER
BSR
RABCO
BASF
JENSEN
BOSE

• MARANTZ
• J.R LANSING
•DUAL
• SHURE
■ RECTILINEAR
• TEAC
■ HARMON
KARDON
• SHERWOOD
• SANYO
• FISHER

•DYNACO
• ATLEC LANSING
• KENWOOD
•SANSUI
•GARRARD
• BOZAK
• PICKERING
• AKAI
• REVOX
• SCOTT
• EPI

•KOSS
•THORENS
•AR.
• PHASE LINEAR
• PANASONIC
• MARTIN
• STANTON
• WOLLENSAK
•TDK
• EMPIRE

RENTAL AGENT ON DUTY
SEE MODEL AT SUITE 5-SHERWOOD
Hours: 9-6, 7 9 Mosvfri, Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12-5
853 Napoleon Rd. - Phone 352-6248 and 352-7324

SOUND ASSOCIATES
'.

Cherry
Hill
Village

-

__

For the Finest in HI-FI at
Unbeatable Prices!!

Sales - Service

"SOUND SPECIALISTS"
Hours: 10-9 Mon. thru Fri. - 10-5:30 Sat.

248 South Main Street

Phone 354-4322

l
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DORSEYS DRUGS
500 E. Wooster

By The Tracks

Just 1/2 Block From Campus
e338SSS»3W*»-«W-«*«SS8S*

Let Us Fill Your Prescriptions From Home
-Your Drug Headquarters In Bowling GreenFeaturing F.I.P. Monthly Specials !
••••••••••••••a************
*

BANKAMERICARD
HONORED

*
J
J
*

*

Hours
9:00 A.M. To 9:30 P.M.
Mon. Thru Sat.
Sundays 11:30 A.M. To 5:30 P.M.

J
J
*

:
:
***************************

.

,

VISIT OUR PIPE
& TOBACCO SHOP
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University center aids

1973-74 theater sche duiel

students with problems
Confused'' Too many new
things to see and da"
This problem seems to be
common to most new
students. I)r James K
Guinan. an advisor at the
Counseling Center, said
When this confusion seU in,
many students contact the
center
"Many new students are
trying to find themselves."
Ui Guinan said "They are
unsure about their classes,
their major and relating to
other people
"The added stimulation of
a new environment tends to
increase their um-ertainly
When they come to us. we
try to help them sort out

their feelings."
The center. 120 Student
Services Bldg . is staffed by
five full- and three part-time
counselors and two graduate
assistants
The staff provides three
major services
testing,
counseling and consultation.
Dr. Guinan said
It conducts admission,
placement,
professional,
personal, vocational and
interest testing. It also
offers counseling to individuals and groups of
students, faculty, staff and
occasionally, alumni.
In addition, the center
provides
consultative
services to the University

community, he said The
latter includes workshops,
training, classroom work
and group dynamics.
The center provides a
number of different kinds of
group eipenences for
students interested in
expanding their awareness
of then own feelings and
interpersonal skills, he said
These "growth" experiences may eitend
several weeks or may be
more
concentrated
experiences within 12- to 24hour time periods The
groups are announced in the
Green Sheet
"About 1,000 students a
year use the center," Dr.

Guinan said
"I would
estimate that about half the
students here have some
contact with us at some
time "
Dr Guinan said the most
frequent problem he
encounters with students in
general is "that of a person
needing to establish and
affirm his own identity.''
Counselors are successful
in establishing rapport with
students, he added
"Counseling is human
relations," he said
"If there is no personal
involvement on the part of
the counselor, I doubt if it
can be called psychotherapy ."

The following is the schedule for the University theater season:

DATE

PRODUCTION

AUTHOR

PLACE

oct.M-a

Old Times
Mojo Studio Theater
Maricoldi
Lion In Winter
(Readers' Theater)
Graduate One- Acts
Ceremonies in Dark Old Men
What the Butler Saw
New play by John Scott
M. A. Thesis Production
Mojo Studio Theater
FrontPage

Harold Pinter

Joe E Brown
Studio Theater
Student Forum
Joe E Brown

Nov 2-3
Nov. 7-11
Nov. 14-18
Nov. 30-Dec 1
Dec 5-9
Jan 23-27
Feb. (-10
Feb. 13-17
Feb. 22-23
Feb. 27-Mar. 3
Mai 6 9
Apr. 17-21
Apr. 26-27
May 1-5
May 11-12
May 17-11
May 22-2*

WELCOME BACK Jg9
STUDENTS
iW$
SUPER LOW FALL PRICES ON: mwm

Studio Theater
Joe E Brown
Joe E Brown
Student Forum
Joe F. Brown
Studio Theater
Main Auditorium

Lowe Elder III
Joe Orion

Ben Hecht and
Charles Mac Arthur

Studio Theater
Maui Auditorium
Studio Theater
JoeE Brown
Joe E. Brown

Sean O Casey
S Witkiewicz

Studio Theater
Main Auditorium

Shakespeare

The University Hall boi ottice is open 11 a.m. U)3:Np m beginning Monday before opening night and
at 7pm on performance nights.

the REDWOOD INN

tune-up, parts, tires, wheels, batteries, exhaust systems.
We do all types of major & minor repair & custom work.
Call For Estimates.
B. B. S R.
Motion Performance

Graduate One-Acts
Juno and the Payock
Mojo Studio Theater
A Country House
GoUiwhoppers
(Children's Show)
Graduate One-Acts
Midsummer Night's Dream

PaulZindel
James Goldman

WELCOMES BACK STUDENTS
Two dining rooms, bar, Chinese & American food
SUNDAY open 4 til 1, serving sandwiches

During the week, why not try our
special Redwood World Tour!

USE

Come in and see what it is!

REDWOOD INN

354-5645
186 South Main

160 N. MAIN
"II Iwrv I In i/i\ Shit/tuiiifi w u I'lvusurv

WEL COME BA CK
BGSU STUDENTS!

Great Scot
FK/ENDIY rOOD STORES

5ft.
\

ITS NO SECRET!
WE'VE GOT

'SPECIALTY
DEPARTMENTS

- n fe

THE MOST COMPLETE SELECTION OF

WINES.
Mateus Rose'
Lancer's

OUR OWN BAKERY
BREADS
ROLLS
BUNS

COOKIES
DOUGHNUTS

foylot I

Pink Chablis
Cold Duck
Lake Country Red
Hearty Burgundy Champagne
Lake Country Pink
Spanada
Boone's Farm Strawberry

BEER.

1000*

1
All YOUR FAVORITE BRANDS
P

SOFT DRINKS
EVERT FLAVOR TOU CAN THINK OF!

WE'RE OPEN DAILY

CAKES
PIES

7:45 A.M. TILL

MIDNIGHT

Lambrusco

ftndte

EASY CHECK-OUT
*PARCEl PICK UP
LOTS OF EVERYDAY THRIFTY PRICES

BAKED FRESH DAILY IN OUR STORE

Clio

DOMESTIC
Gollo

WE'VE GOT

7 DAY BONUS BUYS!

BEVERAGE
CENTER
IMPORTED
Rhine Liebfraumilch
Zeller Schwarze Kati
Chianti
Harvey's Bristol Cream

,j[_

-Hi

-*.i

r,.,T

DELICATESSEN
CHEESES
CHIP DIPS
LUNCH MEATS
BAKED BEANS
HOMEMADE SALADS BARBEQUED CHICKEN
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
SPECIALTY SNACK ( PARTY TRAYS MADE TO ORDER

THIS WEEK • THROUGH SEPT. 29

1616 E. WOOSTER ST.
JUSTACR0SS
FROM THE
STADIUM

Great Scot

v

FRIENDir FOOD STORES

<
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Commuter Center offers
home-away-from-home
ByJaa
Copy Editor
Don't look for a sign
because there isn't one.
Don't check a map because
it isn't listed.
Instead. walK down eight
steps into the basement of
Moseley Hall.
There it is. A (ire-room
home-away from-home (or
any of the University's 7.t»
commuting stt-dents
The Commuter Center,
open from 7:30 a.m. to 10
p.m.. has a seating capacity
of 200. but 1.000-3.000
students use the center's
facilities daUy.

THE CENTER features a
lounge with color television
and magazines, two study
rooms,
an information
room, a vending area
complete with hot food
dispenser and infra red
oven, lockers, bulletin
boards, two typewriters for
free use and cards for the
habitual euchre players
Room assignment sheets,
student guides and campus
directories are available in
the brown and yellow information room called "The
Nook."
Emergency information
can be announced over the
public address system.
"During the winter we

announce severe weather
warnings over the system to
warn commaters so they
can head (or home," liasel
Smith. Commoter Center
director, said.
If commaters are
stranded hi Bowling Gross
due to snow aad ice. Smith
helps stadoats (lad
overnight
quarters
She
suggests commuters put
sleeping bags la their cars In
case they have to stay over
in the center.
SMITH ALSO is the
advisor of the Commuter
Organization, the University's largest organized
group on campus. Representatives from the

Freshman concert Fri.
Concert
guests

Tho Mac rrampton Trio wM bo footvtod at a froo cancort Friday at • p.m. fei mo
Grand Inosoom, Union. Tho group's ropoioa-o indudo* loud classical, soft rock,
|an aad rogtim. sounds. Sponsored by Student ActhrHiot, tho concort is ooon
to tho public.

"Musical charisma, soul,
dynamite. Music that
continues to shake you long
after the last note is
played."
These are only a few of the

Foreign student relationships
promoted by campus group
By Jim Wsssennaa
Editorial Editor
The World Student
Association tWSAl. under
the direction of Nobby
Emmanuel, president, will
be
promoting
many
activities this year to bring
American
and foreign
students closer together
Emmanuel, a native of the
Republic of South Africa,
defined the WSA as a "social
and culturally oriented
organization for American
as well as foreign students
Last year WSA boasted
■.early 200 students from
over
44
countries.
Emmanuel said he expects
membership to increase to
about 300 students this year.
"This year we are setting
up a drive to encourage
American students to get
active in the organization."
he said

.1

their cultures
WSA has many activities
planned for the 1973-74
academic year Emmanuel
said the organization will
have informal get-togethers
where the students sit and
talk and also many informal
parties
During winter quarter.
WSA. through the sociology
department, will sponsor an
accredited course in nonwestern
culture
t'offeehours. sponsored byvarious ethnic groups, will
be held twice a week
SOMETHING NEW this
year will be two WSA trips,
one to Washington. D.C. and
Canada. Emmanuel said
He added. Both trips will
be open to all students It
will be a good chance to get
to know one another and also
to take a look at the
international programs on
different campuses in those

Through WSA, he said, a
person can develop an
appreciation for one's
culture and its values and
can understand why
someone of another culture
does what he does

talked with foreign students
who are interested in
helping American students
taking foreign languages.
Those interested in
receiving help with
languages should contact
Emmanuel at 372-2249 or see
him in 16C, Williams Hall

areas
"International Day" is
another first for WSA this
year. Emmanuel said
foreign students from 22
universities will be invited
to the University to discuss
their observations of
American life He said WSA
is trying to have one
"International Day" each
quarter
He said WSA will bring
movies from other countries
to campus
During spring quarter.
WSA also will sponsor
International
Week
Festivities will include
sporting events,
talent
shows, exhibits and movies,
all from foreign lands
The annual international
dinner, Emmanuel said, will
give way this year to
separate ethnic dinners
WSA also provides many
services
to students
Emmanuel said he has

FOR FOREIGN students
with financial problems,
more money has been added
to the Foreign Emergency
I ii.in Fund The fund is
under the supervision of Dr.
1.
Edward Shuck Jr.,
director of international
programs
Emmanuel said there also
is S500 in the Dave Wottle
Foreign Emergency l.o.m
Fund Wottle donated the
money
Emmanuel said WSA is
attempting to get a housing
unit similar to the unit in
Johnson Hall that housed
foreign students two years

ago. He said prospects for
such a unit are not
favorable Such a unit, he
said, would provide foreign
students with a place to live
during vacation breaks.
He said he will encourage
American students to invite
foreign students into their
homes during the quarter
breaks.
WSA. together with the
Black African People's
Association,
also will
sponsor a fund-raising drive
for victims of the drought in
West Africa
Emmanuel
urges
American students to
participate
in
the
organization.
"Complete
education is not in the
classroom, but what you
also make of your
environment." be said.
"We can learn from
people what we cannot learn
from books or a lecture."
Emmanuel said.

terms music critics are
using to describe the Mac
Prampton Triumvirate, who
will perform for the
freshman concert Friday
Mac Frampton sets three
concert goals for the trio
"To excite the ear and eye.
engage the mind and
encourage the imagination
to linger on the event.''
The trio has developed

style which enables them to
perform loud classical, soft
rock, jazz and even ragtime
with ease and precision
The concert, sponsored by
Student Activities, will
begin at 8 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom. Union I 'art of the
ballroom will be set ap with
tables in a cabaret style
The concert is free and open
to the public.

Commuter Organisation
serve on each University
board, including Parking
Services.
Commuters also can serve
on various standing
committees such as
publications, social and
intramural
sports
committees
Election of seven officers
is an annual event with open
meetings held monthly in
the center Dates and tunes
of the meetings will be
posted on the bulletin
boards.
Since the center opened in
1966. Moseley Hall basement
has been enlarged, painted,
carpeted and furnished to
help adjust to the expanding
number of commuters. The
same red carpet from 1966
covers the basement floor
but Smith has her fingers
crossed that new carpet will
be installed by Thanksgiving
Smith cited other pending
improvements including an
upholstering project and the
replacement of study tables
with 20 to 30 individual study
booths
And by Christmas. Smith
said. "We may even have a
sign"

BACK TO
SPECIALS
10% DISCOUNT
ON ANY PURCHASE OF $5.00 OR MORE
OFFER EXPIRES SEPT. 30, 1973

• Rico Clarinet Reeds
All Brands of Guitar Strings

3 for $1
10% OFF

University Book Store

Emmanuel provided an
example
"We have an
African here with his wife
and his white girlfriend He
finds it hard to believe that
one man can live his life
with only one woman." he
said Emmanuel said there
are other students in the
organization who have more
than one wife because of

WELCOME
S TUDEN TS!

House
01
Fabrics
STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

■i

EAST OF
ANDERSON ARENA

v

0UR CHOICE
FOR FALL!

NO-WALE
CORDUROY
Hibless corduroy. 45 inches
i wide. 100% cotton Foi this
j year's fashion-first suits and
skirts

Regularly 2.29 yd.

*1
I

98

SALE
GOOD
Thru
WED.,
SEPT. 26

BIGELOW

yd.
Open Saturdays 9 a.m.-5 p.m. — Weekdays 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Special Opening Hours Wed., Thurs., Mon., Tues. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

FILM
SWEATSHIRTS

•

SUNGLASSES
•

TEXTBOOKS

•

UMBRELLAS

•

RAIN

BONNETS

•

ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES

•

•

FALCON

MUSIC SHOPPE
SOUVENIRS

GREETING CARDS

•

RECORDINGS

"Everything Musical"
Phono
353 7303

"The House that Jack Built"

1

..'
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Family Planning offers
services to local women
Toe Family Planning
Profram in Bowling Green
continues to offer contracepUvei and counseling to
the community despite current funding problems
Family Planning. Ml W
Wooater St in the Wood
County Department of
Health offices, has been
funded by a Maternal and
Child Health Department
ftrant from the Ohio State
Health Department The

original grant of $45,000
expired in May. It has been
renewed for six months
Kay Edwards, director of
nursing at the Wood County
Department of Health, said
the program will continue
after the six-month renewal
runs out, but on a smaller
scale
Family Planning provides
information on permanent
sterilization lor men and
women, she said, and gives

fertility counseling to
women who have trouble
conceiving children. The
clinic also tests for
pregnancy, venereal disease
and vaginal infections
Frances Adams, assistant
director of nursing at the
department, said the clinic
has two doctors with one on
duty during clinic hours
The clinic hours are by
appointment on Wednesday
evenings beginning at 5 p.m
and Thursday afternoons

COORDINATED QUARTERS
Sponsored by The College of Arts and Sciences
Integrated Learning Experiences For Fall, 1973
Open To All Students - No Prerequisites Needed
A coordinated quarter in Renaissance Studies will focus on
the general theme, "Crisis of Identity in the Renaissance".
Courses available in the coordinated quarter include:
Art 451
Italian Renaissance, Misfeldt
English 405
Early Knglish Drama. Barber
French 489
Rabelais I in translation I, Pallister
(Serman 480
Renaissance Literature (in translation). Gray
History 445
In Renaissance, Oglevee
A&S300
Renaissance
For further information, contact Dr. John Oglevee, History,
or the College of Arts and Sciences.
A second coordinated quarter will focus on "Man and the
State in Ancient Greece." Courses contributing to this coordinated quarter include:
Art 145
History of Western Art I, Wolfe
History 441
Hellenic and Hellenistic Civilization. Daly
Latin 141
Greek Literature (in translation), Povsic
Philosophy 310
Ancient Philosophy. Miller
A & S 100
Classics, Hebein
For further information, contact Dr. Richard Hebein,
Romance Languages, or the College of Arts and Sciences.
Students who wish to participate in either coordinated quarter must enroll for at least three of the courses as well as the
Arts and Sciences (A & S) Course.
Registration for the coordinated quarters will take place in
the Office of the College of Arts and Sciences, 217 Administration Building.

beginning at 1pm. There is
also a VD clinic on Tuesday
from 9.30 a.m. to noon.
Adams said women who
come to tbe clinic desiring
contraceptives are first
counseled and then given
blood and urine tests.
Then the clinic gives tbem
a pelvic examination, pap
test, breast examination and
test for gonorrhea
Following the tests there
is a post-counseling session
and the women are given
contraceptives They are
then asked to return in six
weeks (or a follow-up test
and 'every six months
afterwards

.hw<

Still

Al lane*, imphysi at In* University'! power plant, chocks
•Derations. Due to the or! shortage, ma plant was onobU to make rh» pkenaaa

smokin"

conversion from coal to fuel ail. Coal will cantiauo to be used mrawahovt tMs
winter.

Oil shortage stalls conversion
Shortages seem to be
hitting Bowling Green
particularly hard this fall.
First there was a food
shortage which drove up
prices at the Union and
dormitory cafeterias
And now a long-awaited

project to convert the
University power station to
a more economical, less
polluting operation has been
stalled because of a
shortage of the oil needed to
run it
F
F.ugene Bcatty,

director of buildings and
facilities, said the conversion of the power plant
from a coal-burning
operation to a fuel-burning
one has been stopped cold
because dealers can't sell
the University enough luel

WELCOME BACK!

SOUTH SIDE SIX
Carry Out
Cold Beer. Wine. Champagne
& Party Supplies
9-11 Weekdays & Sunday - 9-12 Fri. & Sat.

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE
WELCOMES
ALL NEW STUDENTS

737 S. Main

oil
"We asked fifteen
suppliers for bids, he said
Twelve said they couldn't
get us any fuel and the other
three didn't respond
We're going to be healing
with coal again this winter
and maybe we'll complete
the conversion from coal to
gas or oil next year." Realty
said
The University was only
able to purchase about
200.000 gallons of fuel oil in
order to lest the equipment,
Beatty added
The delay in the
conversion may cost the
University extra money

Coal costs have risen from
$8 30 per ton last year to
$15 61 this year, and
continued use of the coal
burner will require it to be
cleaned sometime in the
future, Beatty said
Cleaning it would cost
nearly a half million dollars
he added
The reason the University
planned the conversion in
1968 was that fuel oil was
considerably cheaper than
coal at that time
The University also
wanted to eliminate some ol
the soot which was created
by burning coal at the power
station

Awards program set
Six University professors will receive the Distinguished
Teacher Award at 9 am tomorrow in the Grand Ballroom.
Union
The professors, whose names haven't been released, were
chosen from the humanities, fine arts, natural sciences,
business, social sciences and education areas Kach will
receive a $500 cash award
Last spring, eight students signed up through the Student
Body Organization tSBOl to serve on the Distinguished
Teacher Award committee
After receiving nominations from the student body, the
committee evaluated the eligible professors by reviewing
course evaluations, making class visits and using the
instructors' evaluation sheets from spring quarter

THE SBX
WISHES TO EXTEND
A WARM WELCOME TO
ALL NEW STUDENTS
- GOOD LUCK IN THE COMING SCHOOL YEAR

LOADS OF
USED

Stop In and Choose from a
Large Selection of
NEW AND USED TEXTS

TEXT BOOKS

PLUS
OUR STANDARD SCHOOL SUPPLIES
(INCl UDING ENGINFFRING & ART)

and A LARGE SELECTION OF MASCOT ITEMS

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE

THIS WEEK ONLY

A FREE FALCON PEN WITH
ANY PURCHASE!

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 EAST WOOSTER - across from Founders

353-2252 1424 E. WOOSTER

ACROSS FROM HARSH MAN

>
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This is a recording.
By Cartis Hasten
MuuNl Mllor
Wlii-r i can a student listen
to an)Uunn IIIHII unreleased
Jimi Heodru recordings to
old fcasel commercials''
At the University Audio
Centei on the third floor of
the Library
That's where center
Director William I Schurk
and his nine assistants spend
their time cataloging,
storing and playing for
students the University's tl
million worth of rare and
not-so-rare recordings.
The
recordings-tapes,
albums, singles and even old
cylinders-include nearly 600
hours of venerable old radio
shows, as well as l .000 radio
advertisements from the
1950s and 60- for such
diverse products as Edsel
and Pepsi-Cola.
AMONG THE most
popular items in the center,
according to Schurk. are the
numerous bootleg albums
ranging from old-tune blues
and jazz artists to the
Beatles and Hendru
Bootleg recordings are
thriving.'
Schurk said
"They're not to be confused

with records that are
merely copies of other
records. These are
unreleased
recordings,
some made at concerts and
others stolen from recording
companies' vaults."
Also popular, be said, are
imported albums containing
cuts of well-known artists
iiever heard in this country,
among them the Rolling
Stones
But some of the rarest
recordings in the center are
the early efforts of blues,
jazz and country and
western artists from the
early '50 s
ONE SUCB recording, a
single made in 1951 by Little
Richard on the RCA Victor
label, is worth ISO on the
retail market
Schurk
bought it for ten cents at a
Toledo junk shop
"We frequently travel to
junkshops and different
cities looking for rare
recordings. Schurk added
But the major sources of
material are donations from
private individuals and radio
stations, he said
We frequently get
donations
from
local

stations such as WOHO. and
we just got a huge collection
of over 500 singles from
WMCS. Schurk said
And lor people interested
in more than just the
recordings, the center also
has an extensive file of old
record Jacked and biographical information on .i
large number of arUttl

complete a request
located nearby.

STUDENTS can use the
center for listening purposes
from 1-5 p in and 6-10 p in
Monday through Thursday
and from I 5 p m Friday
It also is open from 8 J m
daily for relerencc us** jntl
(or taping assignments
The latter service, Schurk
said, is done for any student
who needs a tape of
recorded materials for
classroom .issignmenus But
he said taping lor perso—1
use is not permitted
"Obviously we'll know
what it's for it somebody
wants .i whole album
taped, "he said
In order to list- the
facilities, students should
look up the desired matei ui
in the center s card file and

card

THE CARD should then be
returned to the service desk,
along with the student's ID
card, and the selection will
be placed subject to some
delays during peak hours
"Students may not be able
to listen to records
immediately,
and those
peak hours are hard to
predict," Schurk says
But why does the
University go to so much
trouble and expense to
maintain thousands of
recordings of artists most
people may never even have
heard of"
"Well, it goes beyond just
serving the students and the
University." said Bill Small,
graduate student in Popular
Culture and one of the
center's employees
What we're actually
doing is preserving history,"
he said

1 qill of liqlil

Facf Line 372-2445

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

A beautiful candle
will lighten the life
ol someone special.
Decorative designs
,ind ensembles Irom Hallmark

CENTRE

SMITH'S
HALLMARK SHOP

201 S. Main St. across from Mid-American Bank
NOW OPEN Sundays 10 a m 7 p m Weekdays 8am 9pm
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WFIN FlU Radio is a person
Changing along with the world
every day. Sometimes funny.
sometimes serious.
Always Involving.
WFIIM FlU changes a little day to
day — like your other good friends.
*fcThe Best in Progressive Music
5:15 P.M.-3 A.M. Nightly"

170 S. Main
Phone 352-6775
flfi's only complete
HALLMARK SHOP
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WIN
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WELCOME STUDENTS
Your Complete Campus Outfitters For
— Discriminating Men —
Remodeled and Enlarged

THE DEN has once again enlarged in a continuing effort to serve the B.G. campus. This is
the third time in THE DEN'S nine years on
campus that we have been forced to enlarge.

The guys at THE DEN invite you to stop in and
browse around. We have the largest selection
of traditional campus clothing in this area. We
invite comparison!
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BE SURE TO VISIT OUR ENLARGED
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SHIRT PRINTING DEPARTMENT
This coupon worth

.50
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TOWARD ANY
PERSONALIZED TEE OR JERSEY
-1T0CUS;0MER

VOID AFTER 11/1/73

v

INSTANT
LETTERING

Charge
Accounts
of Course

GREEK
B.G.S.U.
NOVELTY

(across from
Harshman)

Ph. 352-5265

Printed while you watch.

The Traditional Dan
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£> To everything...
There is a season...
And a time for
every purpose
under heaven
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Orientation '73 to greet over 3,000
Orientation attempts to
make students comfortable
with others and give them a
taste ol what to expect on a
college campus
The program this year
offers several social and
educational events to make
orientation more personal
and relevant to new students. Greg T DeCrane.
director of student activities
and new student programs,
said
Sunday. Sept. 23. is check
in day. DeCrane said, and
has been left open for
residence hall orientation
and entertainment
The movie "Bonnie and
Clyde" will be shown at 7
and 9 p.m Sunday in 210
Math Science Bldg Monday
and Tuesday, showings are

at», Sand 10p.m.
FOR THE more culturally
minded, the cabaret theater
production "Jacques Brel is
Alive and Well and Living in
Paris" will be presented at 7
p.m. Sunday in US Education Bldg. Monday and Tuesday's presentations will
begin at (p.m.
World famous psychic Dr.
Alexander Tanous will speak
at 8 p.m. Sunday in the
Grand
Ballroom. Union.
Dr. Tanous, who has predicted many events and tragedies, will lecture on
Spirits and ESP."
The most important thing
for new students to know
Monday morning is their
orientation group number.
DeCrane said Students who
don't know their group or
meeting place should call

Pact Line. 372-24*5
Orientation groups meet
at 9 a.m. Monday morning
Freshmen will be required
to complete the American
Council on Education Questionnaire at this time,
DeCrane said.
The groups will spend
most of Monday practicing
interaction techniques to
break down barriers
between group members
and make them more at
ease, be said.
The highlight of Monday
night will be •The Great
Bowling Green Balloon
Ascension " Aeronauts Dr.
James Grey and James Blrk
of Defiance College will be
flying the large sports
balloon
Liftoff is scheduled for
6:30 p.m. at Sterling Farm

Falcon Hotline
372-BGSU

on the north edge of campus.
Dr Frey also will give a lecture with slides at I: la p.m
In 106 Hanna Hall. In case of
rain, the ascension will be
held Tuesday night.
STUDENTS are invited to
an Ice skating party and
concert-dance featuring
"Maglk Dayae" at 9 p.m. in
the Ice Arena. The party
should be entertaining,
DeCrane said, and will
acquaint students with one
University faculty.
Tuesday morning,
the
deans will speak to students
from their Individual
colleges. Freshmen in the
College of Arts and
Sciences will meet at 9
a.m. in Anderson Arena.
Memorial Hall. The College
of Business Administration
meeting will be at 9 am in
the Grand Ballroom, Union.
Also at 9 a.m., the School
of Music will bold an academic meeting in the
school's recital hall The
College of Education will
meet at 10 a.m. in Anderson
Arena.
After the deans' meetings,
most students will have an

opportunity to talk to their
advisors. DeCrane said.
Students who want to get
involved in campus activities may visit the organisations' open house, be said.
Representatives from most
campus clubs and organizations will be available tor
information on the first floor
of Hayes Hall from 10 a.m.
to3p m
Fifteen University professors will speak at 1 p.m. on
"what they would say if they
new this was their last
chance to speak on any subject." Response from last
year's lecture series was so
good, it is being held again.
De Crane said.
FOR THOSE students who
are still not sure where to go
when classes begin, a physical orientation will be provided. Students should
meet at 1 pm. in 213 Education Bldg. to review the
location of campus
buildings
The orientation concert
Wednesday night will feature The Good Brothers.
Edmonds and Curley and
Whiz Kids Held in Anderson

Arena, it is free and open to
all.
The MAC Frampton
Triumvirate will appear
Friday, Sept. 26, at I p.m. in
the Grand Ballroom. Union
It is a cabaret and concertstyle event and is free and
open to all. Frederic
Sloraska. an authority on

ulu on women, will
speak at I p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom. Ocl 1 and 2.
Sloraska's lecture "To Be or
Not To Be Raped" was
presented here last year.
Two more concerts also
will be presented for
orientation week. The new
student mixer will feature

"Ethos'' at • p.m. Saturday
j. the Grand Ballroom,
Union, and the Union Activities Organization will present --Jo* Wan*" and
"Barn-storm" Oct. I, at I
p.m. in Anderson Arena.
Tickets for the Walsh
concert go on sale Sept. 26 hi
the Union Ticket Off lea.

MAP plans expansion;
increases enrollment
The Modular Achievement
Program (MAP), now in its
second year at the University, will be expanded this
fall to provide between 250275 freshmen with an oppor
tunity to earn a baccalaureate degree in three years
Last year, 200 freshmen
were enrolled in the experimental program
In addition to expanded
enrollment. MAP will add
an intensive, quarter-long
curriculum in environmental studies to its
offerings, according to Dr.
Kirhard Giardiana, MAP

director
MAP is designed to shor
ten the first two years of the
baccalaureate program into
one by reshaping course
requirements
PARTIALLY funded by
the Carnegie Foundation,
the program offers freshmen a full-year general
education program in cognitive and communicative
skill development and
special quarter-long, intensive study programs in
humanities and science, as
well as the new program in
environmental studies.

Dr Giardiana said Intensive study In social sciences
also is being considered, although no definite plans lor
adding such study to MAP
have been made aa yet
All students in the program are eligible, if they
pass achievement tests, to
complete their bachelor's
degree requirements ■
three years.
Last year. 1> in
were given end-of-the-year
achievement tests. Forty
were recommended by MAP
for junior status.

Welcome Back Students!

BRIGHAM'S FLOWER SHOP
174 SOUTH MAIN

DOWNTOWN FLORIST 352-2931

The Hutch Pet Shop
we're the LARGEST PET SHOP in Northwest Ohio!
WE SPECIALIZE IN TROPICAL & SALT WATER FISH

at The Hutch Pet Shop, O'Dell Aquariums can be purchased
at WHOLESALE PRICES!
One of the first things you'll need when you get to school
is money. Here's how a convenient personalized Bank of
Wood County checking account can be a real time saver
for you and your parents.
• Bank of Wood County checks are more readily accepted than
out-of-town checks by all area businesses.
• It's easier to buy airline tickets, travelers' checks or make purchases with a Bank of Wood County check.
e The first 50 checks are free.
• Our University Office is on the edge of campus and on the way
downtown. Our Main Office is in the center of town.
• If desired, free Bank-by-Mail envelopes will be sent to your parents.
e A Bank of Wood County checking account eliminates the need
for large amounts of cash in your dorm or apartment. It's a legal
receipt and a complete record of what you spend,
e We're a Full Service Bank that likes to do business with students.

•

Regular Checking
FREE il your monthly balance is $200 or
more. II your balance falls below $200.
It's just 5C per check and a 50' monthly
service charge. Statements mailed
monthly.

/

Special Checking
Preferred by most students. Most economical if you write 13 checks or less per
month. Only 10' per check. Statements
mailed every other month.
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Bank Of Wood County
Bowling Green: Main Office 130 S. Main • University Oftice 445 E. Wooster
North Baltimore: 214 N. Main • Perrysburg: 131 Louisiana • 1001 Sandusky
Member F O I C

521 S. PROSPECT, B.G. PH. 354-9603
OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 9-9
CLOSED SUNDAYS
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For wholtvtr reasons students frequent
ban,

the

beer

dens

will

remain

integral part of the college scene.

an
But

boar hi not the only item that gives bora
their drawing power. Pinball machines,
musk, pool tables and dance floors blend
with a bar'* atmosphere to make it more
than just a place to drink.

Have a seat, have a brew,
one on me, here's to you
By JIKI Remaker
Copy Keller
The wooden doors swing
open as the clinking of
glasses and strains of a juke
bos tune gently mil with the
brisk outside air
I'inball lans line the west
wall while a whiskered
bartender (ills the line of
glasses with a [ourletter
word
'Beer That is one of the
main reasons to come
here. " Joe lierkert.
University graduate,
explains.
Beer is the drawing card
at Howard's Club H as well
as The Brathaus
and
Canterbury Inn (CD
lierkert stands behind
Howard's bar with a cloth in
his hand "We get all kinds
of students in here. Some
come in here and drink the
whole time," he said.
Others may be in here for

four or five hours and have
only one beer. It all depends
on money."
HOWARDS, at 210 Main
St , now seats B bat
expansion sometime this fall
will increase the selling
• - ipacity to 300.
"It gets crowded in here
when a band is playing,"
lierkert says. The bar.
which closes at 2:30 a.m.,
(eatured live entertainment
every night during the
summer Whether Howard's
has a group this fall depends
on the manager's decision.
The bands, performing
from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.,
usually play country and
western and folk songs or
the Top 40 numbers
including songs by Cat
Stevens and U-d Zepplin.
The casual atmosphere ol
Howard's attracts many
students "You don't have to
dress up to come in here and
you don't have to have short

hair," Herkert says,
nodding to a row of jean-clad
males "Students in here
seem more individual but
they may congregate once
they are here "
At Howard's, "You don't
have to be anything but
yourself," Herkert says.
A SIGN in a window
around the corner reads
"come in. we're open."
Another sign above the door
reads "The Brathaus."
Inside, W.C. Fields and
Charlie Chaplin stare out
from their poster positions
"It's been gradually redone
over the summer since it
changed over from Johnny's
Lounge." bartender Kick
(iriswold, senior (A&S),
points out as be eyes the
poster-covered walls and
red ceiling lights.
"We've even added a grill
and we sell bratwurst in
here." he says.

In trying to make it a
college bar, Brathaus no
longer has a pool table. "We
took it out to try and keep
out the rowdy people,"
(iriswold explains
The
pool
table's
replacement is a banging
loud game, air hockey. "It
does make a lot of noise but
you soon get used to it,"
Uriswold admits
BRATHAUS. home of the
University rugby team,
offers students a "fun time
with no hassles, (iriswold
says, emphasizing the bar's
soft atmosphere
"The
students can just sit around
here and talk When they
come here they can expect
peace and quiet and a good
time."
The quiet Brathaus. 115 E
Court St., becomes even
quieter at 2:30 a.m. when
the bar closes its doors and
the air hockey game takes a

breather
With a quick "Hi. How are
you'" bartender Daryl Hole
sums up the atmosphere of
the Canterbury Inn in one
friendly line.
"We try to stress personal
contact
with
the
customers," says smiling
Hole. "We like to make
people (eel they can relai
and not feel like a number as
they do at the University."
THKCI, at ION Main St.,
is the only local two-story
bar. It can seat more than
200 persons downstairs and
300 upstairs.
The
second-floor
Piccadily Lounge features
bands and plenty of dancing
space which combine with
the lower level room to
equal "a place to work out
frustrations by letting off
steam, dancing to your

r4oeo»wiiii*»CeH*eo*
hearts content or getting
loaded.'' Hole explains while
pouring a beer.
Hole, a former University
student, majored in
sociology and psychology
"You meet all kinds of
people through this job. "My
background helps me relate
to all people," he says

assuringly.
"Being a
bartender is more than just
muting drinks
Describing the bar's policy.
Hole speaks of the CI's
bouncers.
"I
personally
screen each applicant. We
aren't looking for just big
guys, he says, "but those
that can prevent fights by

reasoning with the people
instead of punching
them, but the bouncers can
handle themselves in a
tight
"We just want to be a
place where people can
come and do what they want
as long as they don't infringe
upon the right of other*.''

JOE WALSH
DUNHILL RECORDS & TAPES
NOW
AVAILABLE AT

FINDERS RECORDS & TAPES
128 N. MAIN ST.
The finest selection & lowest prices for your music pleasure.
SAT. 8 p.m. October 6 JOE WALSH WILL BE APPEARING AT MEMORIAL HALL
TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT

FINDERS RECORDS & TAPES
128 N. MAIN ST.
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Call if you need help
By Haw I il|Mli

Fact Line

Marry McOwb*. -nto. I ■ A.)

> tact Una. The
ewaryaweaH.
taiMlng, tact UM'I

put la H. luaHa «• the eajfctti

operator ••««"••'•>»7»-»««s

If you need information
quickly, immediate help in
an emergency or just a
sympathetic
listener.
Bowling Green's phone
services can help you.
The
campus
and
community offer a number
of services which handle a
variety of problems. Most
are staffed by trained
volunteers and operate 24
hours a day.
PERHAPS THE most
important service for new
students is Campus Fact
Line, 372-2445 Fact Line has
complete information on
almost all campus and community events and will try to
answer all questions phoned
in
"We don't profess to be
infallible.'' Clifton P
Boutelle. News Service
director, said. "But we have
all kinds o( reference
material here so that we can
answer any kind of
question "
Fact Line also has in
formation on freshmen

Wanted: student volunteers
By Naacy Laughlbi
Staff Resertcr
New students in Bowling
Green often would like to get
involved in some worthwhile
activity but don't know what
organizations need help
There are several services
•hich are manned entirely
by volunteers
Although
some require a few weeks of
training, all are open to in
coming freshmen and new
students who want to help
One such service is Crisis
Phone, a 24-hour telephone
service According to its
director. Sharon Baxter, the
service
provides crisis
intervention,
referral,
problem-solving and listening Respondents handle
problems ranging from
problem
pregnancies
to

potential suicides
Crisis Phone is manned
both by students and community residents but can
always use more volunteers.
Baxter said Volunteers are
screened, attend a series o(
training sessions and go
through a short internship
before they work alone
Interested persons should
call 352-PLUS
Karma. Bowling Green's
drug drop-in center, also is
operated by volunteers. The
service provides 24-hour
telephone and walk-in counseling, referrals and emergency services in cases of
drug crises.
Dona Ragusa, toe center's
secretary, said the service
needs volunteers All volun
leers are screened and
undergo extensive training

New students are welcome,
she said, as long as they are
"mature and open-minded "
Interested persons should
drop in to Karma. 525 Pike
St, or call 352-BACK
KMI'A. also a call- or
drop-in service, provides
emotional and material aid
to pregnant women who
decide to carry their babies
to term
The pro-life
service. 216 Bank of Wood
County Bldg . 130 S Main
St.. also needs volunteers,
Mrs Peter Facione, a volunteer said. She invited anyone
interested to visit the oflice
or call 352-6236
The United Christian
Fellowship. 313 Thurstin
Ave., sponsors two tutoring
programs which also need
volunteers line program
works with local students.

junior high age and younger,
and the other works with
junior high students In
Perrysburg Heights
According to Rev. A.
Kugene Keil. the director,
requirement is an interest in
human beings The program
could use about 125 student
volunteers, he said
U.C F
also sponsors
recreational programs in
Perrysburg and at Woodlane
School in Bowling Green,
and a community nursing
home program, all of which
need volunteers, he said.
Rev
Keil invited all
interested people to attend a
community
services
meeting Thursday. Oct 4. at
6p.m. intheU.C.F.
The University also has
Volunteers In Progress,
which refers volunteers to

University Hall phases
into renovation project
: While
most people
associate
phases
with
governmental wage and
price freeaes, the University
has been undergoing its own
phase program.
The phases refer to the
renovation of the campus'
Oldest building University
Hail
The initial phase was
completed last fall a
$203,000
project
that
resulted primarily ia Ike

installation of new windows
in the is-year-old structure
For students who suffered
through the bone-chiUing
drafts coming in from the
old windows during cold
winter months, the change
was long overdue
PHASE II is nearing
completion this fall. An
1800.000 project, the second
phase calls for new flooring
in the building's rooms and

Mug shots passe
for University ID's
'. New students at the University will receive ID cards
without
photographs,
according to Cary Brewer,
assistant to the registrar
' The system has been initiated thin year Old IDs
will be phased oat. although
they will continue to be
valid, be said
Validation cards, issued
each quarter, will be mailed

to students within one week
after fees are paid.
ID'S and validation cards
are used for Universityrelated activities such as
borrowing library materials
and buying tickets for athletic events
Under the new system.
IDs will be mailed to
students at their University
addresses

University announces

corridors and a complete
refurbishing of the
University theater
The third and final phase
for improved heating and air
conditioning will have to
wait for at least two years
until the state legislature
appropriates enough funds
to complete the project No
iunds were earmarked for
Phase III for the upcoming
biennium. according to
Richard Brown. University
architect.
The section of University
Hall getting the most
attention is the theater
For the past few years,
efforts have been made to
improve the auditorium
Theater critics have spent
more tune panning the
auditorium than commenting on the productions
Brown said the auditorium
is being completely

'» What else besides food, clothing, housing, cars and life in
genera] has become more expensive?
• University parkin* tickets, that's what.
t The University Parking Committee has authorized fine
Increases for seven violations, some by as much as IT.
epparently as a means to discourage people who weren't
Dlbered by last year's lighter fines
> Nearly 70 per cent of last year's violations occured in
loading zones, fire lanes and driveways. As a result, the
loading zone fine was increased from S3 to S10, and the fire
Jane and driveway fines from $5 to 110. In addition to the
iothers. fines were increased for parking in a reserved space
'(from $3 to $101, parking on grass areas, on sidewalks or in
lhe reverse flow of traffic 115 to 1101. and failure to display
I sticker ($3 to$10).
i There is also a new addition this fall—310 for removing a
karricade in a parking lot or a street.
I Apparently price freezes don't extend to Bowling Green
parking tickets

• • •

'

All the agencies' directors
emphasized that freshmen
and other new students were
welcome.
"The basic
requirement is an interest in
helping others," one director said. "If they have
that, we can build on it "

of Wood County Bldg . 130 S
Main St
Falcon Hotline.
372
BGSU. provides taped
messages with the latest
sports scores, information
on upcoming games, and
interviews with players and
coaches. The tape is
chacged daily at 3:30p.m.
The newest phone service
in Bowling Green is Christ
Line. S2-0379
Although

staffed by oily one
volunteer, the service
operates 24 hours a day.
ACCORDING to its
director. Rev. John
Krueger. it "provides a
counseling service for all
kinds of problems based oa
the philosophy that the
counseling people need is
that which introduces them
to Jesus Christ "

Student goods
to be marked
It used to be that if a stereo or a radio was stolen from a
dormitory room it might find a home in a pawnshop in
Hunker. Penn.. or adorning someone else's room. But seldom
would the owner get it back.
Why ' Because valuable items are seldom marked with the
owner's name or any identification that could help police
trace it.
But that problem might change once Campus Safety's
Operation Identification goes into effect
The program, which begins Oct. 2. will aim at reducing the
amount of theft from dormitories by making it possible for
students to mark their belongings with engravers.
CAMPUS Safety officers will inaugurate the program by
louring residence halls and informing interested students
about the program.
Engravers will be used to mark valuables with the student's
social security and zip code numbers A record of these
numbers will be kept by the student and the hall director
Should any of the items be stolen, they will be listed with
the National Crime File If items are recovered, they can be
returned to the owner by referring to the zip code or the
social security number
Campus Safety Director Dale Shaffer is hopeful about the
new program "Operation Identification has been used with
some success at other campuses and in some communities
and we believe it can do some good here." be said.
"However, it's success at Bowling Green depends upon
getting a large number of students joining Operation Identification. The more participants, the more effective the
program will be," he said.
Students participating in the program also will be given a
decal to place on their doors to inform potential burglars that
the contents of the room are marked

WELCOME STUDENTS

T.O/S CAMPUS CORNER
Across From Kohl Hall

IN TOWN MOTEL

IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
"Everything For Your
Everyday Needs"

NEXT TO POST OFFICE
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402
317 N. MAIN ST.
Phone 353-0652

Radio /hack
SAVE $20 ON THIS EXCEPTIONAL REALISTIC
AM/FM MUSIC SYSTEM ...
ENJOY ENDLESS HOURS

The stage itself is
undergoing its first
improvements since 1937.
They include better lighting
and sound systems, a new
curtain, a stage extender
and other stage hardware.
Because of the extensive
renovation, Brown said that
no plays would be performed
in the theater until
February

OF FINE LISTENING

Reg. Sep Hems Price

Funds for both Phase I
and II were assigned to the
University under capital
improvement
appropriations by the state legislature

BAKER'S MOTEL
U.S. Route 25
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Phone 353-7114

Listed with
AAA

Area Code 419

[parking fine increases
f;

remodeled.
New floors,
walls, ceilings and seats are
being installed.
The
accoustics of the rooms
should be greatly improved
so people in the back can
hear what is being said on
stage, he said

organizations needing help
people wanting referrals can
call 372-2607 or come into the
office in 406 Student Services Bldg

orientation. Greg DeCrane.
director of student
activities and new student
programs,
said.
New
students needing to know
their orientation group
numbers or meeting places
should contact Fact Line
Its hours are 8 am to
midnight. Monday through
Friday, and noon to
midnight. Saturday and
Sunday
Two other important
phone services are Crisis
Phone. J52-PLUS. and
Karma. 352 BACK Both are
manned 24 hours a day by
trained
volunteer
respondents
CRISIS PHONE will deal
with any kind of problem,
according
to Director
Sharon Baxter
They
provide crisis intervention
and referral for potential
suicides,
problem pregnancies, domestic problems,
legal aid and more
Respondents also are
sympathetic listeners for
people who just want
someone to talk to. she said
Karma. Bowling Green's
drop-in drug center, also
provides respondent
services According to Dona
Kagusa. the center's
secretary, Karma handles
drug information calls, bad
trips, drug analysis reports,
drug suicide risks, parents'
calls, or "high people who
just want to rap."
KMPA
Knioiinn.il and
Material Pregnancy Aid I is
a pro-life agency helping
women with problem pregnancies The service offers
help to those who decide to
carry then- babies to term.
Dr. Roman Carek, a
volunteer, said. The
service's number is 352-6236.
and its office is in 216 Bank
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Some things to know
about bicycles in BG
.
."
;
•
'
j

If you are attending the
University for the first tune
this year and have suddenly
discovered you have a class
in the stadium at 8 a.m.. you
should realise the value of a
bicycle.

I
■
'
;
;

But before you rush home
to get the rusty, fenderleu
wonder you put in storage
when you got your driver's
license, there are a few
things about biking in BU
you should know

A Bowling Green city
ordinance
states.
"No
person shall ride or use a
bicycle upon any public
[ street in the city, unless the
\ bicycle is
licensed
and
registered ''
If you choose to operate a
bike without registering it.
the law states you are guilty
of a misdemeanor and may

be fined $S0 and have bike
riding privileges suspended
for six months
To register your bike, you
need the serial number, its
make and a $1 registration
fee
In return, you will
receive a license plate and a
certificate of ownership

THE

REGISTRATION

plate is to be displayed on
the back of the bike The
certificate of ownership Is
for you to keep and snow as
proof that the bike you are
riding is indeed yours You
must register your bike
every year
Hike registration
Is
handled by Campus Safety,
located
in the rear of
Commons
One
half of
the
|l
registration fee is used by

said Patrolman Robert L.
Sbetzer.

the University to purchase
new bike racks for the
campus The other half goes
to the city.

He said cyclists should
park their bikes in the racks
provided in many of the
downtown parking lots

"A
survey
made
by
Campus Safety a year and a
half .iK" found there were at
least 600 bikes on campus
that were without a rack to
park in." said Dale K
Shaffer, director of Campus
Safety

"The only place a person
i an legally park a bike in
downtown Bowling Green is
in the r.icks provided in
some of the parking lots
.irounil town. 'Shetzersaid.

The racks the University
will install have built in
chains The bike rider must
supply only a padlock.

Admittedly scarce, the
city has more ijike racks on
order and will install them
when they an ive. he added.
Happy biking in is<;

"The 50 racks that arc OH
order this fall will cost in tinarea of $100 each." Shaffer
said
K.ach unit will park IU
bikes.
By simple calm
lations one can see that the
cost of parking one bicycle is
more expensive than one
might think "

Canterbury Inn
"C. I."
Sun. thru Sat.
Entertainment Nightly

I l»IV- IMlV H C.tmpus

! afelj
depai Lrneol
has
completed installation of a
9 (wo radio system, which
includes a recording system
and radio

tireen city council ordered a
crackdown on the riding .mil
parking
of
bikes on
sidewalks in the downtown
.irr.i

iltl'MllMII.V

Installation id the system,
which as funded 25 per cent
iiv the i Iniversity and 75 per
■ federal govei n

You must ride in the
street, obeying the same
laws as when driving a car,
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more
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base,
car and
portable radios A paging
system
which allows the
ill partment to contact adminisli.ilni a anil officers
who
carry
a
small.
electrooh device, also was
purchased
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recoi d sunuttavMOusly all
telephone and radio com
iimim itions on tape, to be
Ifoi al least -uidays
In the past
I he con
lions were taken in
longhand by the dispatcher
.mil then typed on a log
sheet Fhe new system will
relieve the dispatcher of
these duties and also will
provide an exact record of
I- ich • ommunicatkw
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A secondary message tape
will provide instant replay
of any emergency message,
such as a fire report, in case
the message is unclear
Persons telephoning the

department's
police
and
parking bureaus will be
reminded
that
the
conversation is being taped
by a recorded tone, repeated
at 15-second intervals The

recorder is installed in
accordance with the rules of
the
Federal
Communi
cations Commission and the
Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio

University teaching program
ranks 13th in research study
The I University has been
ranked
13th among 360
American colleges and universities in terms of the
quality of
liberal arts
teaching
According to a research
sludy recently completed by
a De Paul University professor, the University was
one of two Ohio schools to
make the top 30 The other
Ohio
school
was
the
University
of
Dayton,
ranked 18th
l'i
hvri.iiil Blanchard.
coordinator
of
graduate
programs
al Oe
Paul.

surveyed
500
randomly
selected schools to come up
with his ratings
His study brought more
than 5.000 responses to a
questionnaire
mailed
to
liberal arts faculty at the 500
institutions Responses were
provided by persons at 360
schools
His study centered around
the measurement of liberal
arts courses and how well
they are interrelated to
prepare students to move
from simple to more
complex material

Among
the
questions
asked were how
well
teachers prepared students
to move from one course
level to the next, how well
instructors understood the
common
goals to
be
achieved in teaching and
how the respondent would
rate
his
institution's
entrance requirements
The University was one of
22 Midwest schools to be
rated in the top 30 by Dr.
Blanchard. Illinois schools
dominated the list, taking
eight of the top 10 spots
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Consider It!

EVE AT 7:30 9:30
SAT SUN MATINEE 2:00-4:00 5:45
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This is the human backbone Of its many functions, one
is that of a communications device It transfers messages
to the brain from all parts of the body and back to the
brain.

"JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR

This newspaper can also be considered a communica
tions device to serve everyone Experienced reporters,
photographers, and copywriters combine with the Associated Press to bring you up-to-the-minute news from Peking to a press conference to President Moore's office. You
can also present your views supporting or rejecting our
editorial opinions or tell it like it is to the administration
or other students through letters to the editor

ADULTS $2 50 UNDER 14 $1 00
NO PASSES ACCEPTED
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NOW PLAYING
EVE AT 7 15 9:15
SAT SUN MATINEE 1:45-3:45-5:30
It's a grubby, violent, dangerous world But it's the only
world they know And they're the only Iriends Eddie has
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This is your newspaper. Read it Use it to your best interests. We're here to serve you the students, you the faculty and staff, and you our local merchants.
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READ THE BG NEWS
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EDITORIAL AND BUSINESS OFFICES

"The Friends Of
Eddie Covle
Robert Mitchum Peter Boyle
ADULTS $2.00

From a commercial standpoint, local businessmen know
this newspaper is THE medium to reach the students. This
enables you to find the very best for your dollar in town
Use the classified ads to buy and sell anything or merely
wish someone special a happy birthday

106 University Hall
372-2003
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Kenny White

Consistency-secret to BG crown
The Falcons are in a rut second, second, fifth, second. .
That's the way the last four football campaigns have ended
for Bowling Green as it again begins pursuit of the MidAmerican Conference (MAO championship and its first
title since 1965
Since 1971. the Falcons have established themselves as
one of the conference's most prolific grid clubs after the
development of the super freshman class 11970). the nucleus
of title-thinking orange warriors
But one quality that has plagued the title thinking Falcons
since their surprising second-place finish in 1971 has been
consistency
C'onsistency-reknowned trademark of success and
champions -seems to have both the offensive and defensive
units of the Falcons snake bitten and the results are like the
Acme Tire Company sales-up and down
IN 1171 the offense put 263 points on the board Last year
the unit had ill problems and only tallied 184 points.
Attributions to the low offensive production were linked to
defensive opponents such as Purdue. Miami. San Diego
Stale and a surprising Kent State crew
Defensively, the Falcons have been one of the better units
in the nation during the last 18 years. With unlV'Whe
exception, they have limited their opponents to less than ISO
points a year 1178 in 1970).
But in 71 the roof fell in The m. defenders saw the
opposition tally a whopping total of 207 points This insult to
the record books was rectified last year when a stubborn
defense allowed 127 points to be scored against them
Now a simple solution that should quell most of the
Falcons problems is for both units to play consistently for
the next eight Saturday's-which is easier said than done
WITH 27 returning lettermen. 13 starters occupying their
old stomping grounds and the best winning record in the
MAC over the last two years (7-M). it should be a very
interesting autumn at Perry Field
And if the season lidlifter against the Orangemen of
Syracuse University was any indication of a consistent
group of football-playing Falcons, reservations for Orlando
could be scheduled very early
In the opening day 41-14 trouncing of Syracuse at ancient
! Archbold Stadium, it seemed as though the two-week annual
summer sweat shop seemed to pay off in handsome
. dividends

A quick-stinging defense, a powerful running game, a
' consistent offense and the rebirth of a segment of football
. that has been virtually overlooked at He; The Pass
: To start the ball rolling, the defense the trademark of IK '■
J football over the years-lived up to early season speculation

Billie Jean glides
past old-man Riggs
J HOUSTON (API The Beautiful People and the swinging
net set poured into this sweltering Texas metropolis
| Thursday for Bobby Riggs' most bizarre hustle, the $100,000
■ winner-take-all tennis match against women's libber Billie
■Jean King
•r The place was jumping
The 55-year-old Kiggs. ringed by an entourage including a
-cordon of well-proportioned models and movie starlets, and
• the 29-year-old Mrs King, who mostly has kept herself
hidden behind a calico curtain, both held brief warm-up
sessions a couple of hours before the 8 p.m . EDT. start at
■ the Astrodome.
; A Hollywood atmosphere prevailed. Outside Ike door.
.; hawkers were peddling Bobby Riggs medallions at lit a act
They were inscribed "Bobby Riggs-the Emperor of Male
Chauvinists."
5 BILLIE JEAN woo the first set 6-4, Riggs double-faulting
at set point. A loud cheer went up from the crowd.
.
Billie Jean also won the second set 6-3 to lead two sets to
< none. Riggs appeared tired with legs as rubbery as those of
; an aged prizefighter He looked like a tired old man in the
;■ final game of the second set as be dumped three straight
;' snots into the bottom of the net to lose Billie Jean's service
; at love
; Billie Jean, bouncing around the court with speed and
. ; enthusiasm, had scored a second vital service break in the
I '. eighth game when she hit a streaming forehand passing shot
•; to make the score 15-30. scored on a top-spin lob and then
j j forced Riggs to dump a half volley into the net
!,- She seemed to wear the aging veteran out in the fourth
I •'. and sixth games. With Riggs serving, the fourth game went
S} to eight deuces and the sixth game to four Riggs' service
ras a marshmellow shot which barely got over the net and
King was moving in on the return to dominate the forecourt.
The crowd was announced at 30.472, breaking the all-time
tennis attendance record of 25,578 set in the Davis Cup
challenge round at Sydney, Australia, in 1954
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by literally shutting off everything the Orangemen
attempted to run.
The "D" is led by linebacker and co-captain John
Villapiano. the 511'' veteran who was the Falcons' leading
tackier last year. Joining Villapiano is junior Joe Russell
who will man the left linebacker position for BG Russell
was second in team tackling last year and his presence helps
give the Falcons one of the best linebacking tandems in the
conference
Up front. All MAC tackle Tom Hall anchors a very
aggressive front line. He will be joined by veteran ends Tom
Fisher and Kevin Taylor. With Gary McBride suffering a
broken ankle, sophomore Ron Nickey will be ticketed for
plenty of duty this fall.
In steps to perk up the front line, the coaching staff moved
David Turner, a monsterback last year, back to his familiar
left-end spot Jamie Henneberry. the injury-prone running
back, has been switched to the middle-guard spot and is
proving to be an adequate defensive player
The defensive secondary is probably the most improved
area on the squad. Three vets and a very mature sophomore
who have been labeled around Falconland as the Soul
Patrol' are responsible for hurried development.
MYRON WILSON, a 6 1". 195-pound senior is back for his
third campaign starting at his right cornerback spot
Wilson, who probably is the most underrated player on the
squad, is being eyed very heavily by the pro scouts.
Last year the Cleveland native was BG's most efficient
defensive backfield operator and gained a berth on the
second all MAC conference team
Joining Wilson will be monsterback Jesse Greathouse.
another senior who won himself a starting spot late last
year. A smart player and probably the most physical player
on the team are just two of the elements which helped
Greathouse gain his first starting assignment in the
secondary
The new faces in the Falcon secondary are Tony Bell and
Art Thompson. Bell is the electrifying ball Inter who was
switched to defense last spring in an effort to find a
replacement for Gary Seemann
THOMPSON, a second-year player from Massillon. came
on strong with his aggressiveness along with some
outstanding athletic ability to take over the left cornerback
spot for the Falcons.
Both Bell and Thompson are regarded as hitters and
smart players who could team up with Wilson and
Greathouse to give BG one of the most feared secondaries in
the conference.
Back-up help in the defensive backfield will come from
Mitch Sherrell. who will assist Wilson and Bell. Rick Hans,
a senior defender, will be on hand to give Thompson a
breather.

One of the more surprising developments in the Falcons'
offensive unit has been the interior line. Even though it was
depleted by the graduation of three starters, it seems as if
the "No Names" will be up for the "Surprise of the Year"
award.
Senior co-captain Greg Meczka is back for his third
campaign at the tight end position
Now for the no names Dave Kulik, Dave McMichael. Tim
Quinn, Steve Studer. Bob Martin and John Jacquot
These are the new faces that will be opening up the holes
and protecting the Falcon passers this year Kulik, quick
guard. McMichael. quick tackle. Quinn. strong guard.
Studer. center; Martin, quick guard, and Jacquot, strong
tackle
Now you might be wondering who these bodies are on the
rebuilt offensive line but statistics speak for themselvesKeid Lamport, 11 for 16 passing for 120 yards and Paul
Miles. 113 yards rushing and two TD's and the Falcons 41
points And you can bet those individuals didn't get those
figures during the Syracuse game without the help of the
names mentioned above
LAMPORT, who now sports a perfect 3-0 record for
opening day wins, is back for his third year guiding the BG
offense And if his no-name line can give him the time and
protection he received against Syracuse, (along with a
return of his sophomore form), points won't be as hard to
get this year
l..nii|M>it enjoyed one of his better days engineering the
BG offensive troops on the ground and through the air. His
favorite rusher was Paul Miles who raced for 113 yards on
the Archbold Stadium turf When it came to passing, Roger
Wallace garnered six aerials for 77 yards.
Backing up Lamport is senior Joe Babies. Babies started
four games for the Falcons last year with three on the
winning end He has been platooned with Lamport for two
years and is an adequate quarterback.
MILES is the super tailback who is starting his last year
running out of the BG I formation with probably a chance to
own every rushing record in the school's history
He is teamed up with bruising fullback Phil Polak and
both give the Falcons one of the mosl feared ground attacks
in the league.
Polak, who is known as Excedrin Headache No. 43, added
a new dimension to the production crew last year, when he
came on to gain 783 yards of real estate and bulled his way
over the goal line five times. Polak gives BG the Larry
Csonka type of runner, who will always get those tough
yards.. and some more
FRESHMAN sensation Dave Preston already has many of
the fans mumbling in their seats with his quickness in the

open field Mike Watson, a sophomore from Akron, has
been hampered by a knee injury, but seems to be regaining
his mobility and could step in at any time in the tailback
spot
Don Dillingham is the next man in line to spell Polak and
after scoring a Tl> against the Orangemen, the coaches need
not worry too much about a bruising fullback Also in the
wings is Vic Bakunoff. a bull type runner who has been
slowed up with a back injury
Hut to have an effective ground attack a team must have
some semblance of a passing game-unless the team is the
Ohio Slate Buckeyes And the pass is the secret weapon that
completely caught Syracuse unprepared all afternoon.
WALLACE, BGs leading pass catcher last year (16
receptions for 242 yards and two TD's) enjoyed one of his
better days as a collegiate against Syracuse with his six
grabs
A speedy and deceptive receiver. Wallace has always had
the ability to average at least 30 receptions a year and
seems destined to be the workhorse on the BG receivers this
fall With the knee injury suffered by wingback Rick
Newman this summer, who will probably be lost for the
year, at least 25 catches were lost to the offense This is why
Wallace is so important
Backing up Wallace is speedster Hal Thomas, the
sensation of this year's spring game, who can be termed a
constant bomb threat once he steps on the field.
Also in line to see some action is Sherrill Jackson, a
wingback who scored a TD against Syracuse on a 37-yard
pass play. Meczka also will be getting plenty of passes from
his light end spot
The kicking game that blossomed so well last year has the
same two specialists back for return engagements. Don
Taylor will handle the PAT's field goals and kick-offs. Ed
McCoy will do the punting.
In the Syracuse encounter, Taylor missed a 38-yard field
goal attempt but was successful on five PAT's. McCoy
finished the afternoon with a 35-yard punting average after
four kicks.
Both specialists could be very important in many of the
skirmishes this year. If improvement is needed within the
club it is definitely necessary for these two to sharpen up
their toes.
Talent, good personnel, wealth of seniors and experience.
All are the makings of a complete football team in which the
final accomplishment may be a trip for the Tangerine
Classic in December.
Even though Kent State has fielded virtually the same
team they surprised the conference with last year by
coming in first, my vote for the conference kingpin this year
goes to Bowling Green
The simple reason is that while the Golden Flashes are
busy trying to prove their championship year was no fluke,
the Falcons will be proving they are the conference's best
with experience, personnel and new techniques like more
passing, going for the field goal from 30 out and the most
important ingredient-consistency.
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Orangemen belted 41-14
as Falcons go airborne
By D— GarfktU

The 197J edition of the
Fighting Falcons got off to
one of its greatest starts by
upsetting the over-rated
Orangemen of Syracuse, 4114.
Newcomers might think
this year could be the year
BG lakes the Mid-American
Conference
(MAC)
championship and wins the
Tangerine Bowl game.
THEY COULD BE
RIGHT!
But to the upperclassmen
who think this is another
fast start that fizzles out

towards the middle of the
season. BG will probably
finish second.
AND THEY COULD BE
RIGHT!

Any way you look at it. the
Falcons are talent-laden and
hungry for the coveted MAC
crown.
This year's squad seems
to have that extra offensive
punch that past Falcon clubs
were missing. The powerpacked running of Phil
Polak and Paul Miles and
the improved passing of
Reid Lamport and Joe
Babies should add a considerable amount of success
to BG's championship goal.

Kent State, picked by
league coaches to repeat as
champs, have a host of
veterans returning. The
Golden Flashes may piove
to be one of BG's roadblocks
to the MAC crown.
The always-tough Miami
Redskins are eyeing the
Falcons after losing two
straight meetings with BG.
BUI Doolittle's 1973edition
of the Western Michigan
Broncos could be the surprise winner in the conference.
DEFENSE, always a
landmark with Nehlencoached teams, poured it on
Syracuse with an awesome

display of strength Many
times the Big "D" rose to
the occasion and stopped the
Orangemen short of the first
down.
The first half saw the
Orange and Blue collect only
four first downs and 15 total
yards.
The first time the Falcons
got the ball they traveled 64
yards to the Syracuse 21,
only to see a Don Taylor
field goal drop a foot below
the crossbar
Late in the first quarter.
BG's Tom Hall recovered a
Mike Bright fumble on the
Syracuse 14 yard line, and
three plays later, tailback
• TopogwM

Miles, Villapiano
top MAC players
Falcon tailback Paul Miles and linebacker John
Villapiano were named Wednesday as the outstanding MidAmerican Conference players of the week
Miles scored the Falcons' first two tallies with runs of
three and one yards in the 41-14 win against Syracuse. Miles
also gained 113 yards in 26 carries, marking the 11th time in
21 games the senior ball carrier has gained more than 100
yards.
Villapiano was credited with nine solo tackles and
assisted on 13 others He threw two Orangemen for losses
totaling 16 yards and caused one fumble which set up the
Falcons' first TD. He also intercepted one pass and
deflected two other attempts..

•**• tO/ltm M News. Sunday, September 33, 1973

10 starters back

Boofers face best season ever?
With 10 of 11 starters
returning from last year's
; NCAA tonnmment team,
Bowling Green will field its
most eiperienced soccer
team in history for the 1973
campaign

Although the potential is
there to improve on last
year's
best-ever 7-2-3
record. Coach Mickey
Cochrane must find
someone to pick up the
scoring punch provided by

Chris Bartels and
Dkyes in 1972

Norm

"WE HAVE some real
fine playmakers returning
on our front line but we are
looking for help in the shot-

The Falcons do have one
proven scorer and he's a
good one. Tn-captain
Warren Heede rammed
home 10 tallies last season
to raise his career record to
22 in three seasons.

making department," said
Cochrane. He guided the
hooters to a nine-game undefeated streak before losing
to NCAA champ St. Louis by
a 24 count in the first round
of the national finals.

Rated an excellent chance
to break into that group is
Jan Fedorcak. a senior from
Czechoslovakia who is
competing for the first time.

Passes pace Falcons to 41-14 triumph
• fre*np«fel9
Paul Miles scampered in for
the score.
The Falcons' only other
score in the first half was
the result of another Syracuse mistake Sophomore
defensive halfback Art
Thompson intercepted a Bob
Mitch pass on the SI) 42 and
ran seven yards to the 35yard stripe.
Three Hg plays later
Mile* balled ever from the
• ■e lar his in-oid
IIHlllwl. Ml BG led 14-4
at the half.
When BG took the second
half kickoff, they marched

Orangemen's first tally.
Miles and Babies guided
the Falcons again for
another scoring drive from
the BG 47-yard line. After
sis plays, fullback Don
Dillmgham powered his way
eight yards for the 34th BG
point
WITH LESS than one-half
minute to go in the game, SU
signal-caller Bob Sutton
polished off another scoring
drive of 55 yards started by
Donoghue. Safely Ed McCoy
intercepted Donoghue's pass
.mil ran 81 yards for the
score only to see it wiped out
by an off-sides call against
the Falcons

73 yards to paydirt, with
I'olak carrying the final one
yard, and the Falcons were
oil and rolling 21-0
The stingy Falcon defense
held up throughout the third
Irame as the Orangemen
managed only four first
downs late in the period,
after BG mounted its fourth
touchdown drive of 66 yards
with back-up quarterback
Joe Babies'running the final
eight yards for BG's 28th
point
Four plays into the lourth
frame. Sll quarter back Jim
Donoghue tossed a sevenyard bullet to split end
Brian Hambleton lor the

Mini - Refrigerators

Keep Food And Drink Fresh And Cool
Rent Yours From

Bee Gee Rental & Sales

noon. For a day's work,
Miles took game honors with
113 yards rushing, while
I'olak followed with 47

Sutton threw to Hambleton three plays after the
penalty, and with the twopoint conversion. BG led 3414.
With fifteen seconds to go.
freshman quarterback Mike
Booth fired his first collegiate pass to Sherrill
Jackson for a 37-yard touchdown, and the Falcons
I unshed the scoring, 41-14.

Mll.ES. the Paulding
Pacer by choice or chance,
could be the first player in
BG history to rush for more
than 1.000 yards in three
seasons. In fact only two
other players in major
college history have turned
the trick.
September 15th's opener
for both squads was the
worst opening defeat ever
handed to a Ben Schwartz
walder guided Syracuse
squad Coaching the Orangemen since 1949. Schwartz
walder has to his credit one
national title, (our Lambert
tr ophies and the development of five well-known All
Americans.
Now in his 25th and last
year at Syracuse. Schwartzwalder won the national title
in 1959. the same year
Bowling Green won the
small college title.
Always noted as a strong
Eastern independent school.
Syracuse has produced some
of the best running backs in
pro football
Names like Jim Brown.
Kloyd Little. Jim Nance and
Larry Csonka have worn the
orange and blue

John Villapiano topped off
a sparkling game performance by intercepting
another airborne SU pan.
For toe day. Villapiano
made 22 tackles, nine
unassisted.
This year's squad might
be showing an impressive
olfensive punch that has
been missing from Nehlen's
past teams. More passing in
the Sll game was a change
from past run and run
seasons.
The passing improved.
Held Lamport threw quality
passes, making 11-16 for a 68
per cent clip. Babies completed only one for three but
ran impressively. Booth
made an outstanding debut
by throwing BG's only
touchdown pass.
The Falcon's veteran running punch of Miles and
I'olak puzzled the Orangemen throughout the after-

OUR IHUCKSWIU Ht AI1HI KJl LOWING 10CATI0NS AI 1H1" TIMES INDICATED:

Offenhouer

MeDondkl Ihutslin Ave, September 26th
4 00 lu 11 JO A M and ? 00 to 5:00 P M

Harshman

Drive North ol Harshman. September 2/th
9 00 to 11 30 A M and 2 00 to 5 00 P M

* No Reservations • First Come First Served
$15.00 Fall Quarter
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BUT defense is BG's
game and the Falcons
should keep right on
improving after limiting
their last eight opponents to
five goals in 1972.
BG employs lour fullbacks
and honorable mention All
American Dave Dyminski is
outstanding Paul Wayne,
Glenn Jost and Greg Brooks
aren't far behind in the
talent department.
BG also has four excellent
halfbacks battling for two
spots
Trying to oust
veterans Bud Lewis and
Steve Cabalka will be Lorain
Community College transfer
George Vasiloff and letterman Bart Hayden.
The real battle for a
starting job could come in
the goal between last
year's surprise, Gary Palmisano. who recorded three
shutouts
and the 1971
starter. Bill Heyne
The schedule features
meeting with Big Ten
powers Michigan State and
Ohio State and a key home
date on Oct. 30 against
Cleveland State. Ohio's top
collegiate soccer team in
1972
The hooters open their
season on Sept 29 against a
Kent State team that pulled
off a 4-3 upset last year.

Monday & Friday 9 30 9 00
lues Weds Ihur Sat 9 30 5.30

MIX and MINGLL.your way!
We have the best of the campus classics..assembled
here for your selection. In soft Autumn colors. Come
in now and find yours!

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Don't miss Saturday's home football opener vs. Western Michigan, or
any Falcon games at Perry Field this year!
Buy your season tickets NOW at the Memorial Hall Ticket office,
open Monday thru Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and on Saturday
morning from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Student ticket opportunities for the
west stands are as follows:

BGSU STUDENT SEASON TICKET
BGSU STUDENT SINGLE GAME TICKET
VISITING STUDENT TICKET
ADULT GENERAL ADMISSION

Tim Davis from England
and prep All American Rich
Cotton are other returning
starters up front with twoyear letterman Jeff
Aingworth bidding to hold
down the other spot.

$3.00
1.00
3.00
5.00

IMPORTANT NOTE: Fall quarter validation cards must be presented tor
the purchase of all student tickets.

•
•
•
•

Co-ordinates
Coats
Jewelry
Cosmetics

Sizes 3 to 15
REVERSIBLE SWAMP COAT
S-M-L
Perfect for the busy campus life.
Choose navy, light blue, red, yellow,

$ —fQQ

7'

SUEDE SHOULDER BAGS

(Basketball & Hockey tickets Will Go On Sale Oct. 8.)

reg.'7N0W$488
W

i BP1

W^

f

0 OAOy 0
a progressive store
with your changing mind in mind

12:00 noon
Gates Open
1:10 p.m.
Band Day Pre-Game Show
1:30 p.m.
KICKOFF!
Student single'game tickets ($1.00) will be sold at the
gate, beginning at 12:00 noon. Student season tickets,
however, will not be available.

BE THERE ON SATURDAY
Buy Your Tickets NOW!
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Ruth, Aaron

(immortals always
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
How does one achieve baseball immortality?
Is such status attained by lifting a specified number of
home runs into the bleachers7 Does all-around ability
determine a man s greatness'' Perhaps immortality is
gained by eating 15 hot dogs and getting five hits that same
afternoon.
Babe Kuth and Hank Aaron are two of baseball's greatest
immortals They will stay that way, even when all of their
records fall in the future To say that one of these men was
belter than the other is a needless waste of breath
TODAY, with Aaron's much publicized assault on Ruth's
all-time home run record, it has become vogue to compare
the two The arguments are all too familiar from countless
bull sessions
Aharon's supporters claim that today's competition is
much tougher than any Ruth ever faced and that Hammer in
Hank is the more versatile player The Ruth camp retorts
with inaccurate statistics and the pitching records of the
Babe in World Series play
A common practice of baseball fans is to rationalize that
Aaron's record-breaking homer, number 715, will settle all
arguments After all. that will put him at the top of the list,
won't it? A somewhat related belief prevails among the diehard Ruth supporters. It is their belief that homer 715 will
wipe out the name of Babe Ruth from all memory.
THE NAME of Babe Kuth is here to stay for a long time
Literally, the Babe was the savior of baseball in the early
1920s A young child knows about Babe Ruth before be
hears of George Washington. The man is a part of our
language. A great accomplishment is known as a 'ruthian
leaf
The Ruthian mystique will not disappear, but it will have
company at the top Aaron's name will be admired along
with his counterpart from the Golden Age of Sports
If anything. Aaron will surpass Ruth in popularity simply
because he is a contemporary It will be much easier for the
young fan to relate to the Atlanta star instead of a man who
reached his peak in 1927
The very thought of a contemporary taking the place of
the god-like Ruth is too much for many traditional baseball
followers. The Babe has been placed on a pedestal by many
such fans. He has stood supreme for years as one with
unbreakable records.
Henry Aaron simply played his consistently great game
during this tune and just recently arrived on the scene as a
new immortal.
AARON arrived in a familiar and very unpopular role. He
plays a villian who upsets the established hero of the sport
and the fan Jack Nicklaus entered the golf world in much
the same way.
His only crime was being good enough to beat Arnold
Palmer, the traditional dethroned king.
Nicklaus received much of the same abuse that the
Hammer is now receiving through his mail. As time passed.
Nicklaus was recognized as one of the great men in his
chosen field instead of an upsetting ogre.
Hopefully, this same pattern will evolve in Aaron's case,
and bis feats will be recognized for what they truly are. Such
feats are surely "Ruthian."

WELCOME BACK!

SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL TIME SCHEDULE

FOR TICKET INFORMATION AND SPORTS NEWS ALL
THRU THE YEAR, DIAL FALCON SPORTS HOTLINE
372-BGSU
or
2-BGSU

Aw on otfctyobnuhillliiHiKwtal

PLASTIC BINDING
LETTERHEADS • FORMS
FOLDING • PERFORATING
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENTS
ENVELOPES • FORMS
COLLATING • CUTTING • PADDING
RESUMES TYPED & PRINTED
TYPESETTING

yje&ns&fcps IfotefrsOpeningMordaj

INSTANT
LOW COST
PRINTING

CaiKtiesLevtherShopJMs&mre

146 north main-352-0173

One to a thousand printtd cop* J
In rmnutti from any

photograph a N* original
LOW, LOW PRICES

CALL 352-5762
111 S. MAIN
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Falcons seek elusive crown

Armchair Quarterback
ARMCHAIR QUARTKR
BACK is designed for the
Falcon football fan who
wants to know a little more
about the Fighting Falcon
football team. Coach Don
Nehlen will answer four to
six questions each week
about the team, the past
games or the upcoming
game of the week.
Coach Nehlen will also
answer any questions about
certain situations that might

1

arise in a game and how be
would deal with them.
Any gripes, complaints.
praises or congratulatory
messages you want to give
will be cheerfully accepted.
But keep your comments in
good taste!
Because only a certain
number of letters can be
answered, the best letters
will be chosen by the sports
staff for printing.
Keep questions to a

minimum number of words.
and be specific when talking
about certain plays in a
game, or any other fine
details
Send your letters to:

ARMCHAIR
QUARTERBACK
BGNews
IN University Hall
Letters chosen will be
printed each Wednesday

Pw*. M/Th. BO M.W., SunJwy, September S3, 1*73

Lamport's posses stun Flyers, 3J-/6
ByjMkO'Breu
Eiecatlve Saerts Editor
DAYTON - A Dayton toolball team, which (ought to
the very end, gave the Falcon* all they could handle
before dropping a 31-16 encounter in the rain before
n,762 patrons at Baujan
Field last night
Bowling Green (2-0) unleased an aerial bomb show
as quarterback Reid Lamport completed nine of IS
passes for 192 yards
In the first quarter,
Lamport tossed a 61-yard
pass to end Roger Wallace
who took the Falcons to the
Dayton It-yard line Six

plays later. Lamport threw
a six-yard touchdown pass to
tight-end Greg Meczka. Don
Taylor added the conversion
to give BG a 1<M> lead
LAMPORT. 5-11" senior,
connected for his second
touchdown pass of the night
as he hit Meczka again ftcA
77-yard score in the second
quarter. His final touchdown
toss was a 24-yard strike to
Wallace in the third quarter.
Taylor added the conversions
BG also scored when Tony
Bell ran the opening second
half kick-off 80 yards to paydirt. The jaunt was the

second longest kick-off return in modern Falcon history. The longest was »3

yards by Roger Reynolds
against Kent in 1961.
Kicking specialist Taylor

Ticket info
The Memorial Hall Ticket
Office, the University's
student ticket outlet, will
open for business Monday at
8 a.m., and students are
urged to purchase their 1973
football tickets as soon as
possible.
Students may purchase a
season football ticket for S3,
or a single game ticket for
$1. Visiting student tickets

(13). and adult general
admission tickets (Bl also
are available. A fall quarter
validation card is required
for the purchase of all student s tickets
The Memorial Hall Ticket
Office will be open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m.
to b p.m. Beginning Oct. 1,
the office will be open weekdays from 8 a m to noon and
1-5 pm

also chipped in a 37-yard
field goal to give the Falcons
an early 3-0 lead in the first
quarter.
"Dayton played exceptionally well in the second half,"
said Nehlen "They kept the
momentum. I've gotta give
them a lot of credit. After
Bell's kick-off return in the
second half the kids thought
it would be kind of easy."

points in the final quarter.
Nehlen replaced his first
string offensive backfield
with 8 51 left in the third
quarter. However, the first
string backfield returned in
the' middle of the final
quarter as Dayton began to
rally.

BOWLING GREEN,
ranked 20th in the latest
Associated Press major
college football poll, appeared to fizzle late in the
contest as a hard-charging
Dayton squad tallied 13

ByDanGarfleM
Asshuat Sparta Editor
Bowling Green State
University-Cross Country
Capital of the World!

Villapiano ignores ink in rise to prominence
You're right!
Now you're probably thinking be should have gotten some
kind nl "pub" (or such an outstanding effort.
Right again!

To say he is one of the best at his position in the
conference is what many highly respected sports scribes
would call an astute speculation.
Another comment about the lad from Jersey from all the
headlines he has received, finding a change in character is
like looking for a needle in a haystack
And on, and on and on .

VILLAPIANO was named the conference's defensive
player-of-the-week. He also was named Sports Illustrated s
top defensive lineman of the week for his inaugural
performance of the 1973 grid campaign against Syracuse a
season which is shaping up to be probably the most
important 10-week schedule a BG grid team has ever
played
"The Year of the Team." that's the phrase used to
describe this campaign around the boundaries of the Orange
and Brown country. But the interesting fact is that not only
do the coaches believe in the motto, so do the players.
And this is where Villapiano is earning the respect that his
teammates bestowed upon him last year when they picked
him as a co-captain of the BG gridders.
He is a leader on the field, rather than in headlines.
That is the special breed of athletic dedication which
leaves opposing coaches drooling with envy once they watch
such an individual operate at his specialty.
The late Vince Lombardi once said consistency over a
period of time is the only thing that makes a good ball club
an athlete, too.

ACCOLADES in the direction of John Villapiano are like
the second hand on a clock-praises can be made for every
minute that licks by But the strange thing is that the Falcon
co-captain doesn't survive by the power of the press.
This of course is a phenomena among the fraternity of
collegiate football players Because so many times a player
finds himself performing for the newspapers rather than his
respected team.
John Villapiano can be labeled as one of the special breeds
among the college jocks.
Even though he does not possess the physical equipment
(VII", 185 pounds) to really operate at his lincbacking spot
in the BG defense, Villapiano has combined savvy with
natural athletic ability to become one of the best defenders
in the school's history.
LAST YEAR he matured into one of the better
competitors on the team He was the leading stopper for the
year with 160 tackles
This year in the lidlifter against Syracuse he picked up
right where he left off he made nine tackles, assisted on
13 others, tackled two Syracuse runners lor losses totaling
16 yards, caused one (umble which set up a Falcon TD,
intercepted a pass and deflected two other pass attempts.
You're probably thinking he had one heck of a game.

CaxaptatnVi
VHopion

Dayton outgained the Falcons in total offensive yard
age. 380 to 297 yards. BG s
Paul Miles, who has never
gained over 100 yards
against Dayton, was held to
49 yards in 14 carries. Teammate Phil Polak rushed for
71 yards in 16 carries.

Macdonald tops harriers

Top Performer—
By Keuy White
Sports Editor

Dayton's scores were
Greg Schwarber's 40-yard
second quarter field goal,
halfback Walt Wingard's
one-yard run and Mike
Kundert's recovery of a
Lamport fumble in the BG
end zone. Both touchdowns
came in the final quarter.

FOR THE two years Villapiano has been navigating from
his llnebacking, the one aspect which should be pointed out
as to why Villapiano can lead a team in tackling and have
the performance he did against Syracuse-consistency.
And you can bet once the tough MAC sked comes around
next week with Western Michigan, team efforts along with a
consistent crew of ballplayers such as Villapiano, could very
well turn that bridesmaid into that December bride.
Amen...

It sounds absurd, but from
past fortunes and winning
traditions, the Falcons have
placed themselves on the
cross country power map
throughout the nation and
world.
COACH MEL BRODT.
now in his 14th year at the
helm, has guided the
Falcons to four straight top
10 finishes in the NCAA
meet, a feat only accomplished by powerful Oregon.
Despite losing two fouryear lettermen. Steve Dan
forth and Tracy Elliott,
last year to graduation,
Brodt still holds a veteran
squad led by captain and last
year's most valuable runner. Craig Macdonald
Nicknamed the "Spider"
by
bis
teammates.
Macdonald will try to lead
the Falcons to the MidAmerican
Conference
championship and another
shot at the top 10 in the
NCAA championships.
Last year, Macdonald
placed 12th at the NCAA
meet, along with first place
honors at the All-Ohio and
Central Collegiate cross
country meets.
Three-year
letterraan
Rick Schnittker also returns
for the Falcons after an
injury-marred season last
year.
VETERANS Tom Preston
and Bruce Vermilyea also
return for BG this season.
Last fall, Vermilyea was
named Most Improved
Hunner.
Sophomores
Dan
McFarland
and
Joe
Meringolo round off the list
of leturning lettermen for
the""' falcons this fall.

McFarland was named most
Outstanding Freshman
runner last year.
On Saturday. Sept. 15.
while most Falcon eyes
were focused on Syracuse,
the Falcon harriers opened
the season with an easy 22-39
decision over the University
of Toledo in the Glass City.
Top runners for BG were
Macdonald. Vermilyea and
Preston, as they placed two.
three and four in the
scoring.
TU's Walt Rodriguez won
the four-mile race with a
time of 20 36, 10 seconds
ahead of Macdonald. but
with lack of depth the
Rockets crumbled easily
BRODT said this year's
cross country squad has
more depth than last year's
7-2 team
"Last year we didn't have
the good fourth, fifth and
sixth men needed to win,"
said Brodt. "Vermilyea and
Preston have improved over
the year and are coming up
They were only five seconds
apart against Toledo.''

Aaron Hits
No. 712
HOUSTON (API - Atlanta
slugger Hank Aaron blasted
home run No. 712 last night
and pulled within two of
equalling Babe Ruth's record of 714.
Aaron unloaded in the
sixth inning, blasting his
39th home run of the season,
a three-run shot, against
Houston's left-hander Dave
Robert*.

HELL, YES WE'RE GLAD YOU'RE BACK
OXFORD HOUSE HAS BEEN BUSY ALL SUMMER STOCKING OUR SHELVES
WITH THE LATEST STYLES AT PRICES EVERYONE CAN AFFORD. WE ARE
BOWLING GREEN'S ONLY TWO FOR TEN DOLLAR PANTS PLACE
Oiford House forsees the student
dressing up quite a bit more this fall
than they have in previous years. Right
now Oiford House has over 750 sport
coats in stock in prices that are right.
Out most spectacular bargain is a
double knit sport coat in all sizes, styles
and patterns for $40. This price range
should appeal to everybody. Manager
Jim Harris shows Jeff Suddath a more
recent arrival in a tartan plaid. "We will
also stock a full line of suits priced and
styled for the sophisticated university
community", says Harris.

James Harris, new manager of the Oxford House, is a 1971
BGSU graduate. Jim knows the needs of the university community. "It wasn't too long ago that I was a student", says Jim,
"so I should be able to relate to the students, professors, administrators, and the Bowling Gieen business community too."
Imi is standing in front of the TWO FOR TEN DOLLAR pant rack,
which according to Jim is the only one in the Bowling Green
area. We manage to keep this rack full, even if it is special purchases or just older slacks which we have thrown in from our
regular stock. No matter what, it's a hell of a good price.

Oiford House has greatly expanded their shoe dept If deliveries go well, Oiford House will stock more than a 1000 pair
of shoes at all times.

REGULAR HOURS
9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
M0N.-SAT.

SPECIAL
BACK TO SCHOOL HRS.
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE OXFORD HOUSE
WILL EXTEND IT'S HOURS TO 9
P.M. EVERY NIGHT FROM SEPT.
25 TO OCT. 6.

OXFORD HOUSE - 518 E. WOOSTER ST.
BOWLING GREEN/ OHIO 43402

WE HONOR MASTER
CHARGE & BANK
AMERICARD

Oxford House

WE ALSO HAVE
OUR OWN 30
DAY CHARGE PLAN

Use Our Own 30 Day Charge
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